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“There’s a way to do it better. Find it.” Thomas Edison

3.1 Internet of Things Vision
Internet of Things (IoT) is a concept and a paradigm that considers pervasive
presence in the environment of a variety of things/objects that through
wireless and wired connections and unique addressing schemes are able to
interact with each other and cooperate with other things/objects to create new
applications/services and reach common goals. In this context the research and
development challenges to create a smart world are enormous. A world where
the real, digital and the virtual are converging to create smart environments
that make energy, transport, cities and many other areas more intelligent. The
goal of the Internet of Things is to enable things to be connected anytime,
anyplace, with anything and anyone ideally using any path/network and
any service. Internet of Things is a new revolution of the Internet. Objects
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make themselves recognizable and they obtain intelligence by making or
enabling context related decisions thanks to the fact that they can communicate
information about themselves and they can access information that has
been aggregated by other things, or they can be components of complex
services [71].
The various layers of the IoT value chain cover several distinct product
or service categories. Sensors provide much of the data gathering, actuators
act, radios/communications chips provide the underlying connectivity, microcontrollers provide the processing of that data, modules combine the radio,
sensor and microcontroller, combine it with storage, and make it “insertable”
into a device. Platform software provides the underlying management and
billing capabilities of an IoT network, while application software presents
all the information gathered in a usable and analysable format for end users.
The underlying telecom infrastructure (usually wireless spectrum) provides
the means of transporting the data while a service infrastructure needs to be
created for the tasks of designing, installing, monitoring and servicing the IoT
deployment. Companies will compete at one layer of the IoT value chain, while
many will create solutions from multiple layers and functionally compete in
a more vertically integrated fashion. [42].

Figure 3.1 Internet of Things Integration.
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The Internet of Things makes use of synergies that are generated by the
convergence of Consumer, Business and Industrial Internet. The convergence
creates the open, global network connecting people, data, and things. This
convergence leverages the cloud to connect intelligent things that sense and
transmit a broad array of data, helping creating services that would not
be obvious without this level of connectivity and analytical intelligence.
The use of platforms is being driven by transformative technologies such
as cloud, things, and mobile. The Internet of Things and Services makes
it possible to create networks incorporating the entire manufacturing process that convert factories into a smart environment. The cloud enables
a global infrastructure to generate new services, allowing anyone to create content and applications for global users. Networks of things connect
things globally and maintain their identity online. Mobile networks allow
connection to this global infrastructure anytime, anywhere. The result is
a globally accessible network of things, users, and consumers, who are
available to create businesses, contribute content, generate and purchase new
services.
Platforms also rely on the power of network effects, as they allow more
things, they become more valuable to the other things and to users that make
use of the services generated. The success of a platform strategy for IoT
can be determined by connection, attractiveness and knowledge/information/
data flow.
The Alliance for Internet of Things Innovation (AIOTI) was recently
initiated by the European Commission in order to develop and support the
dialogue and interaction among the Internet of Things (IoT) various players.
The overall goal of the establishment of the AIOTI is the creation of a dynamic
European IoT ecosystem to unleash the potentials of the IoT.
The AIOTI will assist the European Commission in the preparation of
future IoT research as well as innovation and standardisation policies. It is also
going to play an essential role in the designing of IoT Large Scale Pilots, which
will be funded by the Horizon 2020 Research and Innovation Programme. The
members of AIOTI will jointly work on the creation of a dynamic European
IoT ecosystem. This ecosystem is going to build on the work of the IoT
Research Cluster (IERC) and spill over innovation across industries and
business sectors of IoT transforming ideas to IoT solutions.
The European Commission (EC) considers that IoT will be pivotal in
enabling the digital single market, through new products and services. The
IoT, big data, cloud computing and their related business models will be the
three most important drivers of the digital economy, and in this context it is
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fundamental for a fully functional single market in Europe to address aspects
of ownership, access, privacy and data flow – the new production factor.
New generations of networks, IoT and cloud computing are also vectors
of industrial strategy. The IoT stakeholders are creating a new ecosystem that
cuts across vertical areas, in convergence between the physical and digital
words. It combines connectivity, data generation, processing and analytics,
with actuation and new interfaces, resulting in new products and services
based on platforms and software and apps.
Internet of Things developments implies that the environments, cities,
buildings, vehicles, clothing, portable devices and other objects have more
and more information associated with them and/or the ability to sense,
communicate, network and produce new information. In addition the network
technologies have to cope with the new challenges such as very high data
rates, dense crowds of users, low latency, low energy, low cost and a massive
number of devices. Wireless connectivity anywhere, anytime and between
every-body and every-thing (smart houses, vehicles, cities, offices etc.) is
gaining momentum, rendering our daily lives easier and more efficient. This
momentum will continue to rise, resulting in the need to enable wireless connections between people, machines, communities, physical things, processes,
content etc. anytime, in flexible, reliable and secure ways. The air interfaces
for 2G, 3G, and 4G were all designed for specific use cases with certain KPIs
in mind (throughput, capacity, dropped/blocked call rates etc.). However, the
emerging trend of connecting everything to the Internet (IoT and Internet
of Vehicles, IoV) brings up the need to go beyond such an approach. The
inclusion of the above mentioned use cases pose new challenges due to the
broader range of service and device classes, ranging from IoT to short range
Mobile Broadband (MBB) communications (e.g. WiFi) and from high-end
smartphone to low-end sensor. Furthermore, each service type/device class
has more stringent requirements than ever (e.g. air interface latency in the
order of 1ms) and some of these requirements are conflicting (e.g. to support
very low latencies, energy and resource efficiency may not be optimal). So, the
challenge is not only to increase the user rates or the capacity (as has always
been so far) but also to master the heterogeneity and the trade-off between the
conflicting requirements as presented in Figure 3.2 [3].
As the Internet of Things becomes established in smart factories, both the
volume and the level of detail of the corporate data generated will increase.
Moreover, business models will no longer involve just one company, but
will instead comprise highly dynamic networks of companies and completely
new value chains. Data will be generated and transmitted autonomously by
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Figure 3.2 Design principles, services and related KPIs [3].

smart machines and these data will inevitably cross company boundaries. A
number of specific dangers are associated with this new context – for example,
data that were initially generated and exchanged in order to coordinate
manufacturing and logistics activities between different companies could,
if read in conjunction with other data, suddenly provide third parties with
highly sensitive information about one of the partner companies that might,
for example, give them an insight into its business strategies. New instruments
will be required if companies wish to pursue the conventional strategy of
keeping such knowledge secret in order to protect their competitive advantage.
New, regulated business models will also be necessary – the raw data that
are generated may contain information that is valuable to third parties and
companies may therefore wish to make a charge for sharing them. Innovative
business models like this will also require legal safeguards (predominantly in
the shape of contracts) in order to ensure that the value added created is shared
out fairly, e.g. through the use of dynamic pricing models [56].
3.1.1 Internet of Things Common Definition
The IoT is a key enabling technology for digital businesses. Approximately
3.9 billion connected things were in use in 2014 and this figure is expected
to rise to 25 billion by 2020. Gartner’s top 10 strategy technology trends
[55] cover three themes: the merging of the real and virtual worlds, the
advent of intelligence everywhere, and the technology impact of the digital
business shift.
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Figure 3.3 Cyber-physical sytems as building blocks of IoT applications.

The traditional distinction between network and device is starting to blur
as the functionalities of the two become indistinguishable. Shifting the focus
from the IoT network to the devices costs less, scales more gracefully, and
leads to immediate revenues.
The systemic nature of innovation requires the need for coordination
stakeholders, systems and services in interaction-intensive environments with
a permanent and seamless mix of online and real-world experiences and
offerings, as the IoT will consist of countless cyber-physical systems (CPS).
The overlay of virtual and physical will be enabled by layered and augmented
reality interfaces for interconnected things, smartphones, wearables, industrial
equipment, which will exchange continuous data via edge sensor/actuator
networks and context-aware applications using ubiquitous connectivity and
computing by integrating technologies such as cloud edge cloud/fog and
mobile. In this context the IoT applications will have real time access to
intelligence about virtual and physical processes and events by open, linked
and smart data.
Gartner [54, 55] identifies that the combination of data streams and services
created by digitizing everything creates four basic usage models:
• Manage
• Monetize
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• Operate
• Extend.
These can be applied to people, things, information, and places, and therefore
the so called “Internet of Things” will be succeeded by the “Internet of
Everything.”
In this context the notion of network convergence using IP is fundamental
and relies on the use of a common multi-service IP network supporting a wide
range of applications and services.

Figure 3.4 The top 10 strategic technology trends for 2015 [55].
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The Internet of Things is not a single technology, it’s a concept in
which most new things are connected and enabled such as street lights being
networked and things like embedded sensors, image recognition functionality,
augmented reality, near field communication are integrated into situational
decision support, asset management and new services. These bring many
business opportunities and add to the complexity of IT [52].
To accommodate the diversity of the IoT, there is a heterogeneous mix of
communication technologies, which need to be adapted in order to address the
needs of IoT applications such as energy efficiency, security, and reliability.
In this context, it is possible that the level of diversity will be scaled to a
number a manageable connectivity technologies that address the needs of the
IoT applications, are adopted by the market, they have already proved to be
serviceable, supported by a strong technology alliance.
The Internet of Things provides solutions based on the integration of
information technology, which refers to hardware and software used to store,
retrieve, and process data and communications technology which includes
electronic systems used for communication between individuals or groups.
The rapid convergence of information and communications technology is
taking place at three layers of technology innovation: the cloud, data and
communication pipes/networks and device [44].
IoT will rearrange the tech landscape, again. IoT has key attributes that
distinguish it from the “regular” Internet, as captured by the S-E-N-S-E
framework presented in Figure 3.5. These attributes may tilt the direction
of technology development and adoption, with significant implications for
Tech companies, much like the transition from the fixed to the mobile
Internet shifted the centre of gravity among the different actors in the value
chain.

Figure 3.5 Making S-E-N-S-E of the Internet of Things (Source: Goldman Sachs Global
Investment Research).
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The synergy of the access and potential data exchange opens huge new
possibilities for IoT applications. Already over 50% of Internet connections
are between or with things.
By 2020, over 30 billion connected things, with over 200 billion with
intermittent connections are forecast. Key technologies here include embedded sensors, image recognition and NFC. By 2015, in more than 70% of
enterprises, a single executable will oversee all Internet connected things.
This becomes the Internet of Everything [53].
As a result of this convergence, the IoT applications require that classical
industries are adapting and the technology will create opportunities for new
industries to emerge and to deliver enriched and new user experiences and
services.
In addition, to be able to handle the sheer number of things and objects that
will be connected in the IoT, cognitive technologies and contextual intelligence
are crucial. This also applies for the development of context aware applications
that need to be reaching to the edges of the network through smart devices
that are incorporated into our everyday life.
The Internet is not only a network of computers, but it has evolved into
a network of devices of all types and sizes, vehicles, smartphones, home
appliances, toys, cameras, medical instruments and industrial systems, all
connected, all communicating and sharing information all the time.
The Internet of Things had until recently different means at different
levels of abstractions through the value chain, from lower level semiconductor
through the service providers.
The Internet of Things is a “global concept” and requires a common
definition. Considering the wide background and required technologies,
from sensing device, communication subsystem, data aggregation and preprocessing to the object instantiation and finally service provision, generating
an unambiguous definition of the “Internet of Things” is non-trivial.
The IERC is actively involved in ITU-T Study Group 13, which leads
the work of the International Telecommunications Union (ITU) on standards for next generation networks (NGN) and future networks and has
been part of the team which has formulated the following definition [67]:
“Internet of things (IoT): A global infrastructure for the information society,
enabling advanced services by interconnecting (physical and virtual) things
based on existing and evolving interoperable information and communication
technologies. NOTE 1 – Through the exploitation of identification, data
capture, processing and communication capabilities, the IoT makes full
use of things to offer services to all kinds of applications, whilst ensuring

Figure 3.6 IoT Architectural View.
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Figure 3.7 IoT Definition [70].

that security and privacy requirements are fulfilled. NOTE 2 – From a broader
perspective, the IoT can be perceived as a vision with technological and
societal implications.”
The IERC definition [70] states that IoT is “A dynamic global network infrastructure with self-configuring capabilities based on standard
and interoperable communication protocols where physical and virtual
“things” have identities, physical attributes, and virtual personalities and
use intelligent interfaces, and are seamlessly integrated into the information
network.”.

3.2 IoT Strategic Research and Innovation Directions
The development of enabling technologies such as nanoelectronics, communications, sensors, smart phones, embedded systems, cloud networking, network
virtualization and software will be essential to provide to things the capability
to be connected all the time everywhere. This will also support important
future IoT product innovations affecting many different industrial sectors.
Some of these technologies such as embedded or cyber-physical systems form
the edges of the “Internet of Things” bridging the gap between cyber space and
the physical world of real “things”, and are crucial in enabling the “Internet of
Things” to deliver on its vision and become part of bigger systems in a world
of “systems of systems”.
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The final report of the Key Enabling Technologies (KET), of the HighLevel Expert Group [45] identified the enabling technologies, crucial to many
of the existing and future value chains of the European economy:
• Nanotechnologies
• Micro and Nano electronics
• Photonics
• Biotechnology
• Advanced Materials
• Advanced Manufacturing Systems
As such, IoT creates intelligent applications that are based on the supporting
KET’s identified, as IoT applications address smart environments either
physical or at cyber-space level, and in real time.
To this list of key enablers, we can add the global deployment of
IPv6 across the World enabling a global and ubiquitous addressing of any
communicating smart thing.
From a technology perspective, the continuous increase in the integration
density proposed by Moore’s Law was made possible by a dimensional
scaling: in reducing the critical dimensions while keeping the electrical
field constant, one obtained at the same time a higher speed and a reduced
power consumption of a digital MOS circuit: these two parameters became
driving forces of the microelectronics industry along with the integration
density.
The International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors has emphasized in its early editions the “miniaturization” and its associated benefits
in terms of performances, the traditional parameters in Moore’s Law. This
trend for increased performances will continue, while performance can always
be traded against power depending on the individual application, sustained
by the incorporation into devices of new materials, and the application of
new transistor concepts. This direction for further progress is labelled “More
Moore”.
The second trend is characterized by functional diversification of
semiconductor-based devices. These non-digital functionalities do contribute
to the miniaturization of electronic systems, although they do not necessarily
scale at the same rate as the one that describes the development of digital
functionality. Consequently, in view of added functionality, this trend may be
designated “More-than-Moore” [48].
Mobile data traffic is projected to double each year between now and
2015 and mobile operators will find it increasingly difficult to provide the
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bandwidth requested by customers. In many countries there is no additional
spectrum that can be assigned and the spectral efficiency of mobile networks is reaching its physical limits. Proposed solutions are the seamless
integration of existing Wi-Fi networks into the mobile ecosystem. This will
have a direct impact on Internet of Things ecosystems. The chips designed
to accomplish this integration are known as “multicom” chips. Wi-Fi and
baseband communications are expected to converge and the architecture of
mobile devices is likely to change and the baseband chip is expected to
take control of the routing so the connectivity components are connected
to the baseband or integrated in a single silicon package. As a result of this
architecture change, an increasing share of the integration work is likely done
by baseband manufacturers (ultra -low power solutions) rather than by handset
producers.
Today many European projects and initiatives address Internet of Things
technologies and knowledge. Given the fact that these topics can be highly
diverse and specialized, there is a strong need for integration of the individual
results. Knowledge integration, in this context is conceptualized as the process
through which disparate, specialized knowledge located in multiple projects
across Europe is combined, applied and assimilated.
The Strategic Research and Innovation Agenda (SRIA) is the result of
a discussion involving the projects and stakeholders involved in the IERC
activities, which gather the major players of the European ICT landscape
addressing IoT technology priorities that are crucial for the competitiveness
of European industry.
IERC Strategic Research and Innovation Agenda covers the important
issues and challenges for the Internet of Things technology. It provides
the vision and the roadmap for coordinating and rationalizing current and
future research and development efforts in this field, by addressing the
different enabling technologies covered by the Internet of Things concept and
paradigm.
Many other technologies are converging to support and enable IoT
applications. These technologies are summarised as:
•
•
•
•
•
•

IoT architecture
Identification
Communication
Networks technology
Network discovery
Software and algorithms
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hardware technology
Data and signal processing
Discovery and search engine
Network management
Power and energy storage
Security, trust, dependability and privacy
Interoperability
Standardization

The Strategic Research and Innovation Agenda is developed with the support
of a European-led community of interrelated projects and their stakeholders,
dedicated to the innovation, creation, development and use of the Internet of
Things technology.
Since the release of the first version of the Strategic Research and
Innovation Agenda, we have witnessed active research on several IoT topics.
On the one hand this research filled several of the gaps originally identified in
the Strategic Research and Innovation Agenda, whilst on the other it created
new challenges and research questions. Recent advances in areas such as
cloud computing, cyber-physical systems, autonomic computing, and social
networks have changed the scope of the Internet of Thing’s convergence even
more so. The Cluster has a goal to provide an updated document each year that
records the relevant changes and illustrates emerging challenges. The updated
release of this Strategic Research and Innovation Agenda builds incrementally
on previous versions [70, 71, 92, 93] and highlights the main research
topics that are associated with the development of IoT enabling technologies,
infrastructures and applications with an outlook towards 2020 [82].
The research items introduced will pave the way for innovative applications and services that address the major economic and societal challenges
underlined in the EU 2020 Digital Agenda [83].
The IERC Strategic Research and Innovation Agenda is developed incrementally based on its previous versions and focus on the new challenges being
identified in the last period.
The updated release of the Strategic Research and Innovation Agenda
is highlighting the main research topics that are associated with the development of IoT infrastructures and applications, with an outlook towards
2020 [82].
The timeline of the Internet of Things Strategic Research and Innovation
Agenda covers the current decade with respect to research and the following
years with respect to implementation of the research results. Of course,
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as the Internet and its current key applications show, we anticipate unexpected trends will emerge leading to unforeseen and unexpected development
paths.
The Cluster has involved experts working in industry, research and
academia to provide their vision on IoT research challenges, enabling technologies and the key applications, which are expected to arise from the current
vision of the Internet of Things.
The IoT Strategic Research and Innovation Agenda covers in a logical
manner the vision, the technological trends, the applications, the technology
enablers, the research agenda, timelines, priorities, and finally summarises in
two tables the future technological developments and research needs.
The field of the Internet of Things is based on the paradigm of supporting
the IP protocol to all edges of the Internet and on the fact that at the edge of
the network many (very) small devices are still unable to support IP protocol
stacks. This means that solutions centred on minimum Internet of Things
devices are considered as an additional Internet of Things paradigm without
IP to all access edges, due to their importance for the development of the
field.
3.2.1 IoT Applications and Deployment Scenarios
The IERC vision is that “the major objectives for IoT are the creation of smart
environments/spaces and self-aware things (for example: smart transport,
products, cities, buildings, rural areas, energy, health, living, etc.) for climate,
food, energy, mobility, digital society and health applications” [70].
The outlook for the future is the emerging of a network of interconnected uniquely identifiable objects and their virtual representations in an
Internet alike structure that is positioned over a network of interconnected
computers allowing for the creation of a new platform for economic
growth.
Smart is the new green as defined by Frost & Sullivan [49] and the
green products and services will be replaced by smart products and services.
Smart products have a real business case, can typically provide energy and
efficiency savings of up to 30 per cent, and generally deliver a two- to
three-year return on investment. This trend will help the deployment of
Internet of Things applications and the creation of smart environments and
spaces.
At the city level, the integration of technology and quicker data analysis
will lead to a more coordinated and effective civil response to security
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and safety (law enforcement and blue light services); higher demand for
outsourcing security capabilities.
At the building level, security technology will be integrated into systems
and deliver a return on investment to the end-user through leveraging the
technology in multiple applications (HR and time and attendance, customer
behaviour in retail applications etc.).
There will be an increase in the development of “Smart” vehicles which
have low (and possibly zero) emissions. They will also be connected to infrastructure. Additionally, auto manufacturers will adopt more use of “Smart”
materials.
The key focus will be to make the city smarter by optimizing resources,
feeding its inhabitants by urban farming, reducing traffic congestion, providing
more services to allow for faster travel between home and various destinations,
and increasing accessibility for essential services. It will become essential to
have intelligent security systems to be implemented at key junctions in the city.
Various types of sensors will have to be used to make this a reality. Sensors
are moving from “smart” to “intelligent”.

Figure 3.8 IoT applications for integration of different vertical sectors.
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Wastewater treatment plants will evolve into bio-refineries. New, innovative wastewater treatment processes will enable water recovery to help close
the growing gap between water supply and demand.
Self-sensing controls and devices will mark new innovations in the
Building Technologies space. Customers will demand more automated, selfcontrolled solutions with built in fault detection and diagnostic capabilities.
Development of smart implantable chips that can monitor and report
individual health status periodically will see rapid growth.
Smart pumps and smart appliances/devices are expected to be significant
contributors towards efficiency improvement. Process equipment with in built
“smartness” to self-assess and generate reports on their performance, enabling
efficient asset management, will be adopted.
The Industrial Internet starts with embedding sensors and other advanced
instrumentation in an array of machines from the simple to the highly
complex. This allows the collection and analysis of an enormous amount of
data, which can be used to improve machine performance, and inevitably
the efficiency of the systems and networks that link them. Even the data
itself can become “intelligent,” instantly knowing which users it needs to
reach.
Consumer IoT is essentially wireless, while the industrial IoT has to deal
with an installed base of millions of devices that could potentially become
part of this network (many legacy systems installed before IP deployment).
These industrial objects are linked by wires that provides the reliable communications needed. The industrial IoT has to consider the legacy using
specialised protocols, including Lonworks, DeviceNet, Profibus and CAN
and they will be connected into this new network of networks through
gateways.
The automation and management of asset-intensive enterprises will be
transformed by the rise of the IoT, Industry 4.0, or simply Industrial Internet.
Compared with the Internet revolution, many product and asset management solutions have laboured under high costs and poor connectivity and
performance. This is now changing. New high-performance systems that
can support both Internet and Cloud connectivity as well as predictive
asset management are reaching the market. New cloud computing models, analytics, and aggregation technologies enable broader and low cost
application of analytics across these much more transparent assets. These
developments have the potential to radically transform products, channels,
and company business models. This will create disruptions in the business and opportunities for all types of organizations – OEMs, technology
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suppliers, system integrators, and global consultancies. There may be the
opportunity to overturn established business models, with a view toward
answering customer pain points and also growing the market in segments
that cannot be served economically with today’s offerings. Mobility, local
diagnostics, and remote asset monitoring are important components of these
new solutions, as all market participants need ubiquitous access to their
assets, applications, and customers. Real-time mobile applications support
EAM, MRO, inventory management, inspections, workforce management,
shop floor interactions, facilities management, field service automation, fleet
management, sales and marketing, machine-to-machine (M2M), and many
others [57].
In this context the concept of Internet of Energy requires web based
architectures to readily guarantee information delivery on demand and to
change the traditional power system into a networked Smart Grid that is
largely automated, by applying greater intelligence to operate, enforce policies, monitor and self-heal when necessary. This requires the integration and
interfacing of the power grid to the network of data represented by the Internet,
embracing energy generation, transmission, delivery, substations, distribution
control, metering and billing, diagnostics, and information systems to work
seamlessly and consistently.
The concept enables the ability to produce, store and efficiently use energy,
while balancing the supply/demand by using a cognitive Internet of Energy
that harmonizes the energy grid by processing the data, information and
knowledge via the Internet. The Internet of Energy concept leverages on the
information highway provided by the Internet to link devices and services with
the distributed smart energy grid that is the highway for renewable energy
resources allowing stakeholders to use green technologies and sell excess
energy back to the utility. The concept has the energy management element
in the centre of the communication and exchange of data and energy.
The Smart-X environments are implemented using CPS building blocks
integrated into Internet of X applications connected through the Internet
and enabling seamless and secure interactions and cooperation of intelligent
embedded systems over heterogeneous communication infrastructures.
It is expected that this “development of smart entities will encourage development of the novel technologies needed to address the emerging challenges of
public health, aging population, environmental protection and climate change,
conservation of energy and scarce materials, enhancements to safety and security and the continuation and growth of economic prosperity.” The IoT applications are further linked with Green ICT, as the IoT will drive energy-efficient
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Figure 3.9 CPS building blocks for Internet of X applications.

applications such as smart grid, connected electric cars, energy-efficient
buildings, thus eventually helping in building green intelligent cities.

3.3 IoT Smart-X Applications
The IoT applications are addressing the societal needs and the advancements
to enabling technologies such as nanoelectronics and cyber-physical systems
continue to be challenged by a variety of technical (i.e., scientific and
engineering), institutional, and economical issues.
The list is focusing to the applications chosen by the IERC as priorities for
the next years and it provides the research challenges for these applications.
While the applications themselves might be different, the research challenges
are often the same or similar.
3.3.1 Wearables
Wearables are integrating key technologies (e.g. nanoelectronics, organic
electronics, sensing, actuating, communication, low power computing, visualisation and embedded software) into intelligent systems to bring new
functionalities into clothes, fabrics, patches, watches and other body-mounted
devices.
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Figure 3.10 Smart wristbands and watches – connected IoT devices.

These intelligent edge devices are more and more part of integrated IoT
solutions and assist humans in monitoring, situational awareness and decision
making. They can provide actuating functions for fully automated closed-loop
solutions that are used in healthcare, well-being, safety, security, infotainment
applications and connected with smart buildings, energy, lighting, mobility or
smart cities IoT applications. With more than 35 million connected wearable
devices in use by the end of 2014, developers are pushing the technological
integration into IoT applications looking for the innovation opportunities in
different domains. Today, Over 75% of consumers with wearable devices
stop using them within 6 months. The challenge for developers is to leverage
actionable data to create apps that are seamlessly integrated into everyday life
and integrate them with other IoT applications.
Creating a seamless user experience is essential for wearable application
success. Leveraging tools to implement gesture-centric interfaces will allow
users to make the most of limited surfaces of the wearables. The integration
into common IoT platforms where developers can access data gathered from
wearable devices is essential recombining datasets to develop applications
for specific use cases. The industrial sector offers many opportunities for
developers with the augmented reality headsets needed to be used to integrate
wearables for solving real problems in the industrial sector.
The market for wearable computing is expected to grow six-fold, from 46
million units in 2014 to 285 million units in 2018 [51]. Wearable computing
applications include everything from fitness trackers, health monitors, smart
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watches that provide new ways to interact with and utilize your smartphone,
to augmented reality glasses wearable computing device.
Fitness tracking is the biggest application today and this opens the
opportunities for watches that are capable of tracking blood pressure, glucose, temperature, pulse rate and other vital parameters measured every few
seconds for a long period of time to be integrated in new kinds of healthcare
applications. Glasses for augmented reality can be another future wearable
application.
3.3.2 Smart Health, Wellness and Ageing Well
The market for health monitoring devices is currently characterised by
application-specific solutions that are mutually non-interoperable and are
made up of diverse architectures. While individual products are designed to
cost targets, the long-term goal of achieving lower technology costs across
current and future sectors will inevitably be very challenging unless a more
coherent approach is used. The IoT can be used in clinical care where
hospitalized patients whose physiological status requires close attention can
be constantly monitored using IoT -driven, non-invasive monitoring. This
requires sensors to collect comprehensive physiological information and uses
gateways and the cloud to analyse and store the information and then send the
analysed data wirelessly to caregivers for further analysis and review. These
techniques improve the quality of care through constant attention and lower
the cost of care by eliminating the need for a caregiver to actively engage in
data collection and analysis. In addition the technology can be used for remote
monitoring using small, wireless solutions connected through the IoT. These
solutions can be used to securely capture patient health data from a variety of
sensors, apply complex algorithms to analyse the data and then share it through
wireless connectivity with medical professionals who can make appropriate
health recommendations.
The links between the many applications in health monitoring are:
• Applications require the gathering of data from sensors.
• Applications must support user interfaces and displays.
• Applications require network connectivity for access to infrastructural
services.
• Applications have in-use requirements such as low power, robustness,
durability, accuracy and reliability.
IoT applications are pushing the development of platforms for implementing
ambient assisted living (AAL) systems that will offer services in the areas
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of assistance to carry out daily activities, health and activity monitoring,
enhancing safety and security, getting access to medical and emergency
systems, and facilitating rapid health support.
The main objective is to enhance life quality for people who need permanent support or monitoring, to decrease barriers for monitoring important
health parameters, to avoid unnecessary healthcare costs and efforts, and to
provide the right medical support at the right time.
The IoT plays an important role in healthcare applications, from managing
chronic diseases at one end of the spectrum to preventing disease at the
other.
Challenges exist in the overall cyber-physical infrastructure (e.g., hardware, connectivity, software development and communications), specialized
processes at the intersection of control and sensing, sensor fusion and decision making, security, and the compositionality of cyber-physical systems.
Proprietary medical devices in general were not designed for interoperation
with other medical devices or computational systems, necessitating advancements in networking and distributed communication within cyber-physical
architectures. Interoperability and closed loop systems appears to be the key
for success. System security will be critical as communication of individual
patient data is communicated over cyber-physical networks. In addition,
validating data acquired from patients using new cyber-physical technologies
against existing gold standard data acquisition methods will be a challenge.
Cyber-physical technologies will also need to be designed to operate with
minimal patient training or cooperation [91].
New and innovative technologies are needed to cope with the trends on
wired, wireless, high-speed interfaces, miniaturization and modular design
approaches for products having multiple technologies integrated.
IoT applications have a market potential for electronic health services
and connected telecommunication industry with the possibility of building
ecosystems in different application areas. Medical expenditures are in the
range of 10% of the European gross domestic product. The market segment
of telemedicine, one of lead markets of the future will have growth rates of
more than 19%.
The smart living environments at home, at work, in public spaces should
be based upon integrated systems of a range of IoT-based technologies
and services with user-friendly configuration and management of connected
technologies for indoors and outdoors.
These systems can provide seamless services and handle flexible connectivity while users are switching contexts and moving in their living
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Figure 3.11 Internet of Everything and the new economy of healthcare [81].

environments and be integrated with other application domains such as
energy, transport, or smart cities. The advanced IoT technologies, using and
extending available open service platforms, standardised ontologies and open
standardised APIs can offer many of such smart environment developments.
These IoT technologies can propose user-centric multi-disciplinary solutions that take into account the specific requirements for accessibility, usability,
cost efficiency, personalisation and adaptation arising from the application
requirements.
3.3.3 Smart Homes and Buildings
The rise of Wi-Fi’s role in home automation has primarily come about due to
the networked nature of deployed electronics where electronic devices (TVs
and AV receivers, mobile devices, etc.) have started becoming part of the
home IP network and due the increasing rate of adoption of mobile computing
devices (smartphones, tablets, etc.).
Several organizations are working to equip homes with technology that
enables the occupants to use a single device to control all electronic devices
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Figure 3.12 Home equipment and appliances [78].

and appliances. The solutions focus primarily on environmental monitoring,
energy management, assisted living, comfort, and convenience. The solutions
are based on open platforms that employ a network of intelligent sensors
to provide information about the state of the home. These sensors monitor
systems such as energy generation and metering; heating, ventilation, and air
conditioning (HVAC); lighting; security; and environmental key performance
indicators. The information is processed and made available through a number
of access methods such as touch screens, mobile phones, and 3–D browsers
[117]. The networking aspects are bringing online streaming services or network playback, while becoming a mean to control of the device functionality
over the network. At the same time mobile devices ensure that consumers
have access to a portable ‘controller’ for the electronics connected to the
network. Both types of devices can be used as gateways for IoT applications.
In this context many companies are considering building platforms that
integrate the building automation with entertainment, healthcare monitoring,
energy monitoring and wireless sensor monitoring in the home and building
environments.
IoT applications using sensors to collect information about operating conditions combined with cloud hosted analytics software that analyse disparate
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data points will help facility managers become far more proactive about
managing buildings at peak efficiency.
Issues of building ownership (i.e., building owner, manager, or occupants)
challenge integration with questions such as who pays initial system cost
and who collects the benefits over time. A lack of collaboration between the
subsectors of the building industry slows new technology adoption and can
prevent new buildings from achieving energy, economic and environmental
performance targets.
Integration of cyber physical systems both within the building and with
external entities, such as the electrical grid, will require stakeholder cooperation to achieve true interoperability. As in all sectors, maintaining security
will be a critical challenge to overcome [91].
Within this field of research the exploitation of the potential of wireless
sensor networks (WSNs) to facilitate intelligent energy management in buildings, which increases occupant comfort while reducing energy demand, is
highly relevant. In addition to the obvious economic and environmental gains
from the introduction of such intelligent energy management in buildings other
positive effects will be achieved. Not least of which is the simplification of
building control; as placing monitoring, information feedback equipment and
control capabilities in a single location will make a buildings’ energy management system easier to handle for the building owners, building managers,
maintenance crews and other users of the building.
Using the Internet together with energy management systems also offers
an opportunity to access a buildings’ energy information and control systems
from a laptop or a Smartphone placed anywhere in the world. This has a huge
potential for providing the managers, owners and inhabitants of buildings with
energy consumption feedback and the ability to act on that information.
The perceived evolution of building system architectures includes an
adaptation level that will dynamically feed the automation level with control
logic, i.e. rules. Further, in the IoT approach, the management level has also
to be made available transversally as configuration; discovery and monitoring
services must be made accessible to all levels. Algorithms and rules have also
to be considered as Web resources in a similar way as for sensors and actuators.
The repartition of roles for a classical building automation system to the new
web of things enabled architecture is different and in this context, future works
will have to be carried on to find solutions to minimize the transfer of data
and the distribution of algorithms [46].
In the context of the future ‘Internet of Things’, Intelligent Building
Management Systems can be considered part of a much larger information
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system. This system is used by facilities managers in buildings to manage
energy use and energy procurement and to maintain buildings systems. It
is based on the infrastructure of the existing Intranets and the Internet, and
therefore utilises the same standards as other IT devices. Within this context
reductions in the cost and reliability of WSNs are transforming building
automation, by making the maintenance of energy efficient healthy productive
work spaces in buildings increasingly cost effective [80].
3.3.4 Smart Energy
There is increasing public awareness about the changing paradigm of our
policy in energy supply, consumption and infrastructure. For several reasons
our future energy supply should no longer be based on fossil resources.
Neither is nuclear energy a future proof option. In consequence future energy
supply needs to be based largely on various renewable resources. Increasingly
focus must be directed to our energy consumption behaviour. Because of
its volatile nature such supply demands an intelligent and flexible electrical
grid which is able to react to power fluctuations by controlling electrical
energy sources (generation, storage) and sinks (load, storage) and by suitable
reconfiguration. Such functions will be based on networked intelligent devices
(appliances, micro-generation equipment, infrastructure, consumer products)
and grid infrastructure elements, largely based on IoT concepts. Although
this ideally requires insight into the instantaneous energy consumption of
individual loads (e.g. devices, appliances or industrial equipment) information
about energy usage on a per-customer level is a suitable first approach.
Future energy grids are characterized by a high number of distributed
small and medium sized energy sources and power plants which may be
combined virtually ad hoc to virtual power plants; moreover in the case of
energy outages or disasters certain areas may be isolated from the grid and
supplied from within by internal energy sources such as photovoltaics on the
roofs, block heat and power plants or energy storages of a residential area
(“islanding”).
A grand challenge for enabling technologies such as cyber-physical systems is the design and deployment of an energy system infrastructure that is
able to provide blackout free electricity generation and distribution, is flexible
enough to allow heterogeneous energy supply to or withdrawal from the grid,
and is impervious to accidental or intentional manipulations. Integration of
cyber-physical systems engineering and technology to the existing electric
grid and other utility systems is a challenge. The increased system complexity
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Figure 3.13 Smart Energy Concept [75].

poses technical challenges that must be considered as the system is operated
in ways that were not intended when the infrastructure was originally built.
As technologies and systems are incorporated, security remains a paramount
concern to lower system vulnerability and protect stakeholder data [91]. These
challenges will need to be address as well by the IoT applications that integrate
heterogeneous cyber-physical systems.
The developing Smart Grid is expected to implement a new concept of
transmission network which is able to efficiently route the energy which is
produced from both concentrated and distributed plants to the final user with
high security and quality of supply standards. Therefore the Smart Grid is
expected to be the implementation of a kind of “Internet” in which the energy
packet is managed similarly to the data packet – across routers and gateways
which autonomously can decide the best pathway for the packet to reach
its destination with the best integrity levels. In this respect the “Internet of
Energy” concept is defined as a network infrastructure based on standard and
interoperable communication transceivers, gateways and protocols that will
allow a real time balance between the local and the global generation and
storage capability with the energy demand. This will also allow a high level
of consumer awareness and involvement.
The Internet of Energy (IoE) provides an innovative concept for power
distribution, energy storage, grid monitoring and communication. It will
allow units of energy to be transferred when and where it is needed. Power
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consumption monitoring will be performed on all levels, from local individual
devices up to national and international level [110]. In the long run electro
mobility will become another important element of smart power grids. Electric
vehicles (EVs) might act as a power load as well as moveable energy storage
linked as IoT elements to the energy information grid (smart grid). IoT enabled
smart grid control may need to consider energy demand and offerings in the
residential areas and along the major roads based on traffic forecast. EVs
will be able to act as sink or source of energy based on their charge status,
usage schedule and energy price which again may depend on abundance of
(renewable) energy in the grid. This is the touch point from where the following
telematics IoT scenarios will merge with smart grid IoT.
Latencies are critical when talking about electrical control loops. Even
though not being a critical feature, low energy dissipation should be mandatory. In order to facilitate interaction between different vendors’ products the
technology should be based on a standardized communication protocol stack.
When dealing with a critical part of the public infrastructure, data security is
of the highest importance. In order to satisfy the extremely high requirements
on reliability of energy grids, the components as well as their interaction must
feature the highest reliability performance.
Many IoT applications will go beyond one industrial sector. Energy,
mobility and home/buildings sectors will share data through energy gateways
that will control the transfer of energy and information.
Sophisticated and flexible data filtering, data mining and processing
procedures and systems will become necessary in order to handle the high
amount of raw data provided by billions of data sources. System and data
models need to support the design of flexible systems which guarantee a
reliable and secure real-time operation.
3.3.5 Smart Mobility and Transport
The connection of vehicles to the Internet gives rise to a wealth of new possibilities and applications which bring new functionalities to the individuals
and/or the making of transport easier and safer. In this context the concept
of Internet of Vehicles (IoV) [110] connected with the concept of Internet
of Energy (IoE) represent future trends for smart transportation and mobility
applications.
At the same time creating new mobile ecosystems based on trust, security
and convenience to mobile/contactless services and transportation applications will ensure security, mobility and convenience to consumer-centric
transactions and services.
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Representing human behaviour in the design, development, and operation
of cyber physical systems in autonomous vehicles is a challenge. Incorporating
human-in-the-loop considerations is critical to safety, dependability, and predictability. There is currently limited understanding of how driver behaviour
will be affected by adaptive traffic control cyber physical systems. In addition,
it is difficult to account for the stochastic effects of the human driver in a mixed
traffic environment (i.e., human and autonomous vehicle drivers) such as that
found in traffic control cyber physical systems. Increasing integration calls for
security measures that are not physical, but more logical while still ensuring
there will be no security compromise. As cyber physical systems become more
complex and interactions between components increases, safety and security
will continue to be of paramount importance [91]. All these elements are of
the paramount importance for the IoT ecosystems developed based on these
enabling technologies.
Self-driving vehicles today are in the prototype phase and the idea is
becoming just another technology on the computing industry’s parts list. By
using automotive vision chips that can be used to help vehicles understand the
environment around them by detecting pedestrians, traffic lights, collisions,
drowsy drivers, and road lane markings. Those tasks initially are more the
sort of thing that would help a driver in unusual circumstances rather than
take over full time. But they’re a significant step in the gradual shift toward
the computer-controlled vehicles that Google, Volvo, and other companies
are working on [88]. The image below shows a footage of what the on-board
Google Car’s computer “sees” and how it detects other vehicles, pedestrians,
and traffic lights [86].
These scenarios are, not independent from each other and show their full
potential when combined and used for different applications.
Technical elements of such systems are smart phones and smart vehicle onboard units which acquire information from the user (e.g. position, destination
and schedule) and from on board systems (e.g. vehicle status, position, energy
usage profile, driving profile). They interact with external systems (e.g. traffic
control systems, parking management, vehicle sharing managements, electric
vehicle charging infrastructure). Moreover they need to initiate and perform
the related payment procedures.
The concept of Internet of Vehicles (IoV) is the next step for future smart
transportation and mobility applications and requires creating new mobile
ecosystems based on trust, security and convenience to mobile/contactless
services and transportation applications in order to ensure security, mobility
and convenience to consumer-centric transactions and services.
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Figure 3.14 Google vehicle vision [86].

Smart sensors in the road and traffic control infrastructures need to collect
information about road and traffic status, weather conditions, etc. This requires
robust sensors (and actuators) which are able to reliably deliver information
to the systems mentioned above. Such reliable communication needs to be
based on M2M communication protocols which consider the timing, safety,
and security constraints. The expected high amount of data will require
sophisticated data mining strategies. Overall optimisation of traffic flow and
energy usage may be achieved by collective organisation among the individual
vehicles.
When dealing with information related to individuals’ positions, destinations, schedules, and user habits, privacy concerns gain highest priority.
They even might become road blockers for such technologies. Consequently
not only secure communication paths but also procedures which guarantee
anonymity and de-personalization of sensible data are of interest.
Connectivity will revolutionize the environment and economics of vehicles in the future: first through connection among vehicles and intelligent
infrastructures, second through the emergence of an ecosystem of services
around smarter and more autonomous vehicles.
In this context the successful deployment of safe and autonomous vehicles
(SAE1 international level 5, full automation) in different use case scenarios,
using local and distributed information and intelligence is an important
1
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achievement. This is based on real-time reliable platforms managing mixed
mission and safety critical vehicle services, advanced sensors/actuators, navigation and cognitive decision-making technology, interconnectivity between
vehicles (V2V) and vehicle to infrastructure (V2I) communication. There is a
need to demonstrate in real life environments (i.e. highways, congested urban
environment, and/or dedicated lanes), mixing autonomous connected vehicles
and legacy vehicles the functionalities in order to evaluate and demonstrate
dependability, robustness and resilience of the technology over longer period
of time and under a large variety of conditions.
The introduction of the autonomous vehicles will enable the development
of service ecosystems around vehicles and multi-modal mobility, considering
that the vehicle includes multiple embedded information sources around which
information services may be constructed. The information may be used for
other services (i.e. maintenance, personalised insurance, vehicle behaviour
monitoring and diagnostic, security and autonomous cruise, etc.).
The emergence of these services will be supported by open service platforms that communicate and exchange information with the vehicle embedded
information sources and to vehicle surrounding information, with the goal of
providing personalised services to drivers. Possible barriers to the deployment
of autonomous vehicles and ecosystems are the robustness sensing/actuating
the environment, overall user acceptance, the economic, ethical, legal and
regulatory issues.
3.3.6 Smart Manufacturing and Industrial Internet of Things
The role of the Internet of Things is becoming more prominent in enabling
access to devices and machines, which in manufacturing systems, were hidden
in well-designed silos. This evolution will allow the IT to penetrate further the
digitized manufacturing systems. The IoT will connect the factory to a whole
new range of applications, which run around the production. This could range
from connecting the factory to the smart grid, sharing the production facility
as a service or allowing more agility and flexibility within the production
systems themselves. In this sense, the production system could be considered
one of the many Internets of Things (IoT), where a new ecosystem for smarter
and more efficient production could be defined.
The first evolutionary step towards a shared smart factory could be
demonstrated by enabling access to today’s external stakeholders in order
to interact with an IoT-enabled manufacturing system. These stakeholders
could include the suppliers of the productions tools (e.g. machines, robots),
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as well as the production logistics (e.g. material flow, supply chain management), and maintenance and re-tooling actors. An IoT-based architecture
that challenges the hierarchical and closed factory automation pyramid, by
allowing the above-mentioned stakeholders to run their services in multiple
tier flat production system is proposed in [186]. This means that the services
and applications of tomorrow do not need to be defined in an intertwined and
strictly linked manner to the physical system, but rather run as services in
a shared physical world. The room for innovation in the application space
could be increased in the same degree of magnitude as this has been the case
for embedded applications or Apps, which have exploded since the arrival
of smart phones (i.e. the provision of a clear and well standardized interface
to the embedded hardware of a mobile phone to be accessed by all types
of Apps).
Enterprises are making use of the huge amount of data available, business
analytics, cloud services, enterprise mobility and many others to improve
the way businesses are being conducted. These technologies include big data
and business analytics software, cloud services, embedded technology, sensor
networks/sensing technology, RFID, GPS, M2M, mobility, security and ID
recognition technology, wireless network and standardisation.
One key enabler to this ICT-driven smart and agile manufacturing lies in
the way we manage and access the physical world, where the sensors, the
actuators, and also the production unit should be accessed, and managed in
the same or at least similar IoT standard interfaces and technologies. These
devices are then providing their services in a well-structured manner, and
can be managed and orchestrated for a multitude of applications running in
parallel.
The convergence of microelectronics and micromechanical parts within a
sensing device, the ubiquity of communications, the rise of micro-robotics, the
customization made possible by software will significantly change the world
of manufacturing. In addition, broader pervasiveness of telecommunications
in many environments is one of the reasons why these environments take the
shape of ecosystems.
Some of the main challenges associated with the implementation of
cyber-physical systems in include affordability, network integration, and the
interoperability of engineering systems.
Most companies have a difficult time justifying risky, expensive, and
uncertain investments for smart manufacturing across the company and factory
level. Changes to the structure, organization, and culture of manufacturing
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occur slowly, which hinders technology integration. Pre-digital age control systems are infrequently replaced because they are still serviceable.
Retrofitting these existing plants with cyber-physical systems is difficult
and expensive. The lack of a standard industry approach to production
management results in customized software or use of a manual approach.
There is also a need for a unifying theory of non-homogeneous control and
communication systems [91].
3.3.7 Smart Cities
A smart city is defined as a city that monitors and integrates conditions of all
of its critical infrastructures, including roads, bridges, tunnels, rail/subways,
airports, seaports, communications, water, power, even major buildings, can
better optimize its resources, plan its preventive maintenance activities, and
monitor security aspects while maximizing services to its citizens. Emergency
response management to both natural as well as man-made challenges to
the system can be focused and rapid. With advanced monitoring systems
and built-in smart sensors, data can be collected and evaluated in real time,
enhancing city management’s decision-making. For example, resources can be
committed prior to a water main break, salt spreading crews dispatched only
when a specific bridge has icing conditions, and use of inspectors reduced
by knowing condition of life of all structures. In the long term Smart Cities
vision, systems and structures will monitor their own conditions and carry out
self-repair, as needed. The physical environment, air, water, and surrounding
green spaces will be monitored in non-obtrusive ways for optimal quality, thus
creating an enhanced living and working environment that is clean, efficient,
and secure and that offers these advantages within the framework of the most
effective use of all resources [89].
There are a number of key elements needed to form a Smart City, and some
of these are smart society, smart buildings, smart energy, smart lighting, smart
mobility, smart water management etc. ICT forms the basic infrastructure;
varying from sensors, actuators and electronic systems to software, Data,
Internet and Cloud, Edge/fog and Mobile Edge computing. ICT is applied
to improve these systems of systems building up a Smart City, making them
autonomous and interoperable, secure and trusted. The interaction of the
systems and the connectivity strongly depend on the communication gateway
connecting the edge element data from sensors, actuators, and electronic
systems to the Internet, managing- and control systems and decision programs.
The communication gateway is a key enabler for the interconnection of
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systems in many applications such as Internet of Energy (IoE), Internet of
Vehicles (IoV), Internet of Buildings (IoB) and Internet of Lighting (IoL).
It is obvious with all the new systems and demand of interoperability that
these communication gateways need more functionality, processing capacity,
storage possibility, seamless connectivity, and more communication protocols
embedded. At the same time the gateway must assure a higher level of security,
interoperability and communication with devices across various verticals, such
as energy, mobility and buildings.
An illustrative example is depicted in Figure 3.15 [76]. The Smart City
is not only the integration and interconnection of intelligent applications,
but also a people-centric and sustainable innovation model that is using
communication and information technology and takes advantage of the open
innovation ecology of the city and the new technologies such as IoT, cloud
computing, smart data, and man-machine interaction.
A smart city is a developed urban area that creates sustainable economic
development and high quality of life by excelling in multiple key areas:
economy, mobility, environment, people, living, and government [105].
3.3.7.1 Large Scale Pilots and Ecosystem for Smart Cities
As main areas of application, smarter cities plays a relevant role, not only
because the impact in re-using and re-purposing technology that is necessary (the number of deployed sensors) but also the increasing demand of
new services (by citizens). IoT applications are currently based on multiple

Figure 3.15 Smart City Concept [76].
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architectures, technology standards and seamless software platforms, which
have led to a highly fragmented IoT landscape. This fragmentation impacts
directly the area of smart cities, which typically comprise several technological
silos (i.e. IoT systems that have been developed and deployed independently
for smart homes, smart industrial automation, smart transport, and smart
buildings etc.).
A radical shift in the development, deployment and operation of IoT
applications for smart cities, through introducing an abstract virtualized digital
layer that operate across multiple IoT architectures, platforms (e.g. FI-WARE)
and business contexts is required. Smart cities soon will face up the need for an
integrated solution(s) (SmartCity-OS) that globally can monitor, visualise and
control the uncountable integrated number of operations executed by diverse
(and every day increasing) services platforms using the sensor technology
deployed in the cities. Eventually this OS will be a blueprint across cities
providing adaptive tools and generating the integration of other IoT systems
and business opportunities.
Additional pointers to highlight are the quality of IoT Data and the
numerous IoT Data source provisioning and the inherent need to generate

Figure 3.16 Smart City Multi-layered architecture.
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semantic-driven business platforms, the reason to emphasize them is to address
the emergent need for enabling business-driven IoT ecosystems and the
generation of functionalities for Operating across multiple IoT architectures,
platforms and business contexts, enable re(use) of Data for SmartApplications,
and enable a more connected/integrated approach to smart city applications
development.
There is a large way in the run towards integrated Internet of Things technological support and scientific progression towards interoperable connected
objects, linked sensor data, pay-as-you-go IoT services and utility-driven
privacy. Likewise the main areas to focus from a research perspective are, but
not limited to, IoT architecture, systems and applications. The developments of
IoT data modelling and schema representations, intra-domain and CPS extensions allow more robustness and extensible software platforms with embedded
software and applications enabling Systems of Systems, peer-to-peer systems
and applications.
An IoT large Scale Pilot is a fully designed, implemented and deployed
ecosystem, such that all the players are inter-related: Technology Designers
and Manufacturing, Software Designers and Developers, Research Institutions
and Universities, Large Industries alike SME’s, Alliance and standardization
organisations, City Councils and Policy Makers and Citizen Organisations,
share the same common objective which is sustainability. IoT Sustainability
implies to have all the technology elements and services connected in the form
of data interactions producing results.
3.3.7.2 Role of Institutions and Citizens in the Global IoT
The citizens play a protagonist role in the IoT Large Scale Pilot, particularly if
the LSP is focused on Smart City applications. The role citizens can play are,
but not limited to,Active elements in the system as data providers, Validation of
the deployed infrastructure, Testers of the implemented solutions and services,
Adaptability test about Robustness and Extensible software and last but not
least Improvements and feedback on software solutions.
As main other areas of application, smart retail play a relevant role, not only
because the impact in technology that is necessary (the number of deployed
sensors) but also the increasing demand of new services (M2M and by
citizens H2M). IoT applications are currently based on multiple architectures,
technology standards and seamless software platforms, which have led to a
highly fragmented IoT landscape. This fragmentation impacts directly the
area of smart cities, which typically comprise several technological silos (i.e.
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IoT systems that have been developed and deployed independently for smart
homes, smart industrial automation, smart transport, and smart buildings etc.).
Excelling in these key areas can be done so through strong human capital,
social capital, and/or ICT infrastructure. With the introduction of IoT a city
will act more like a living organism, a city that can respond to citizen’s needs.
In this context there are numerous important research challenges for smarty
city IoT applications:
• Overcoming traditional silo based organization of the cities, with each
utility responsible for their own closed world. Although not technological
this is one of the main barriers.
• Creating algorithms and schemes to describe information created by
sensors in different applications to enable useful exchange of information
between different city services.
• Mechanisms for cost efficient deployment and even more important
maintenance of such installations, including energy scavenging.
• Ensuring reliable readings from a plethora of sensors and efficient
calibration of a large number of sensors deployed everywhere from
lampposts to waste bins.
• Low energy protocols and algorithms.
• Algorithms for analysis and processing of data acquired in the city and
making “sense” out of it.
• IoT large scale deployment and integration.
3.3.8 Smart Farming and Food Security
Food and fresh water are the most important natural resources in the world.
Organic food produced without addition of certain chemical substances and
according to strict rules, or food produced in certain geographical areas will
be particularly valued. Similarly, fresh water from mountain springs is already
highly valued. Using IoT in such scenarios to secure tracking of food or water
from the production place to the consumer is one of the important topics.
The development of sensors, robots and sensor networks combined with
procedures to link variables to appropriate farming management actions has
open the opportunities for IoT applications in agriculture. The wired/wireless
sensors, integrated into a IoT system can gather all the individual data needed
for monitoring, control and treatment on (large scale) farms located in a
particular region. This provides a mechanism of exchanging information
in efficient ways enabling the execution of autonomously interventions in
different agriculture sub-sectors (e.g. arable crops, livestock and horticulture).
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IoT technology allows the monitoring and control of the plant and animal
products during the whole life cycle from farm to fork. The challenge will be
in the future to design architectures and implement algorithms that will support
each object for optimal behaviour, according to its role in the Smart Farming
system and in the food chain, lowering ecological footprint and economical
costs and increasing food security.
The set of technologies used in smart farming is complex, to reflect the
complexity of activities run by farmers, growers, and other sector stakeholders.
A recent report [85] on smart farming defines seven applications:
• Fleet management – tracking of farm vehicles
• Arable farming, large and small field farming
• Livestock monitoring
• Indoor farming – greenhouses and stables
• Fish farming
• Forestry
• Storage monitoring – water tanks, fuel tanks

Figure 3.17 Different types of technologies involved in smart farming [85].
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The report says that smart farming will allow farmers and growers to improve
productivity and reduce waste, ranging from the quantity of fertiliser used to
the number of journeys made by farm vehicles.
However, the complexity of smart farming is also reflected into the
ecosystem of players. They can be classified in the following way:
• Technology providers – these include providers of wireless connectivity,
sensors, M2M solutions, decision support systems at the back office, big
data analytical systems, geo-mapping applications, smartphone apps.
• Providers of agricultural equipment and machinery (combines, tractors, robots), farm buildings, as well as providers of specialist products (e.g. seeds, feeds) and expertise in crop management and animal
husbandry.
• Customers: farmers, farming associations and cooperatives.
• Influencers – those that set prices, influence the market into which farmers
and growers sell their products.
The range of stakeholders in agriculture is broad, ranging from big business,
finance, engineering, chemical companies, food retailers to industry associations and groupings through small suppliers of expertise in all the specialist
areas of farming.
The end users of precision farming solutions include not only the growers
but also farm managers, users of back office IT systems. Not to be forgotten is
the role of the veterinary in understanding animal health. Also to be considered
are farmers co-operatives, which can help smaller farmers with advice and
funding.
The report concludes that the farming industry must embrace the IoT if it
is to feed the 9.6 billion global population expected by 2050.

3.4 Future Internet Support for IoT
There are a number of challenges that the Future Internet community will
need to address to adequately support the envisaged evolution of the Internet of
Things. First we need to position these challenges within a 5–10 year timeline,
and then introduce the technology enablers required to support the vision
for future IoT-based applications and services. The following sections are
reflecting three macro-challenges. One dedicated to the implications of having
billions of connected “things” by 2020. The next one looking at what it takes
to duly manage these connected devices in order to ensure dependable and
robust services. The last one, more longer term oriented, will shed some light
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on what is required to usefully interpret the wealth of IoT harvested data and
produce meaningful knowledge.
3.4.1 Macro-Challenges for Supporting IoT Evolution
As mentioned in the introduction, three macro-challenges have been identified
as a suitable means to convey the main implications for the Future Internet,
derived from the evolution of IoT.
The first one relates to the already ongoing trend of having more and
more devices and more generically “objects/things” connected to the Internet.
Forecasts vary in numbers according to who made the predictions and what
those predictions entailed. There is however no disagreement on the fact
that there will be billions of connected objects by 2020. The sheer scale of
connected devices and the type of traffic these generate (compared to human’s
devices) will have substantial implications on the Internet as we know it today.
Managing objects, and ensuring that they can be seamlessly integrated in
different application domains and ensuring that the data they produce can
be reliably accessed to sustain dependable services is part of the second
macro-challenge identified. There are currently many IoT services being used,
though mostly perceived as “best effort” due to the nature of the resources
involved (end devices that get out of coverage, out of battery, jammed
through interference, need for human intervention for configuring, replacing,
maintaining them etc.).
This second macro-challenge is concerned with supporting the “tactile
Internet” which by many is already being hailed as the natural evolution of
IoT. Sensing substrates and communication infrastructures are getting more
tightly geared towards supporting more agile and reactive applications.
Getting billions of objects duly connected and managing these to create a
reliable monitoring/actuating substrate only partially caters for the challenges
ahead. These challenges cannot be complete without considering how to
handle the huge amount of data produced and how to transform it into useful
and actionable knowledge. This is indeed the most difficult of the macrochallenges ahead given it is related to intelligent reasoning over the data IoT
will produce. The difficulty of this challenge lies in the lack of general purpose
machine-learning based solutions that can be re-used to address the wide
variety of situations in which similar IoT services and applications could be
applied.
The figure below illustrates a visual map of these macro-challenges,
together with the associated sub-challenges as illustrated in the next section.
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Figure 3.18 Visual map for IoT-related implications of the Future Internet.

The letters S, M and L are there to indicate the Short, Medium or Long term
nature of the sub-challenge.
3.4.1.1 Billions of Devices
Scalable registration and discovery of IoT devices/services – As more and
more devices get connected, the challenge becomes finding them in a contextaware way. Semantic enrichment of objects description is poised to play a role
in facilitating the automated discovery of suitable objects for the purposes of
the various applications.
Interoperability of IoT data and interoperability platforms – Besides
the common aspects of underlying technologies that have enabled shortrange connectivity and the miniaturization of devices that have paved the
way towards the success of IoT, current applications have been evolving
as a collection of vertical silos often deployed with different standards. To
fully unlock the potential of having billions of connected objects, crossuse of data across application domains will be needed. Solutions that foster
interoperability and reduce barriers between application silos will therefore
have a strong role to play.
Virtualisation of sensing – Following on the need to foster interoperability, virtualization of objects will also be needed to separate real and
resource-constrained objects from their virtual counterparts in order to minimising energy consumption, facilitate interaction with applications as well
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as address the challenges of scalability and those of empowering single
objects with flexible added resources from the “wired and resource intensive
world”.
M2M communication optimisation – Connected objects have communication requirements that can be substantially different from devices like
computers or smart-phones. Short-lived communications in huge numbers
and energy consideration will require redesign of communication protocols,
especially for the wireless part to minimise the overheads associated with
exchanging data between objects and their corresponding clients/gateways.
Energy consumption/harvesting – To ensure long duration and usefulness
of connected objects, given also limitations of battery evolution compared
to processing power and spectrum efficiency, it will be essential to design
hardware and systems that can operate for long time without need for battery
replacement/recharging. Integration of energy harvesting techniques also falls
in this category.
Environmental friendliness – Billions of devices lasting up to 5–10 years,
but very often replaced much earlier, means a lot of waste produced after
these devices are no longer operational. Choice of fully recyclable materials
fostering sustainability of IoT will be more and more important. Especially
after the many IoT deployments will produce sustained need of hardware
and services and differentiation between vendors will start including these
environmental friendliness factors.
3.4.1.2 IoT Management for Robustness and Reliability
Security threats and anomaly detection – This is a cross-cutting issue as it
relates not only to the security of radio communications, but also to the security
of IoT-generated data to ensure good levels of trust and privacy. On this front
not only solutions that address these issues are needed but also solutions that
at a management level can detect attacks and contain them.
Orchestration of resources for reliability and dependability – This
challenge relates to the ability of assessing dependencies between sensing,
networking and computing resources and how these components contribute
to the QoE and reliability of the end-to-end application being supported. Issue
of dependability becomes important if one has to leverage on the advantages
of the IoT also within mission critical systems and/or simply more dependable
services.
IoT function virtualisation – The IoT functionality is currently solely supported by ad-hoc hardware (i.e. communication of sensed-data, domain/sensor
specific gateways etc.). IoT function virtualisation will be opening up new
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opportunities where hardware ownership will not be necessarily a requirement
for producing IoT services.
Common goal distributed/decentralised reasoning – As IoT functionality
gets virtualised and distributed besides orchestrating the use of resources there
will also be need to coordinate decision-making and achieve conflict resolution
for the actuators that are involved in achieving a common goal.
3.4.1.3 Intelligent Reasoning over IoT Data
Semantic modeling of data – As more and more data gets collected through
IoT devices, to ensure a more automated selection of the appropriate end
devices to be associated with IoT services and applications, IoT data will
have to be modeled according to given structures and properly annotated.
Semantics help in this respect; so this challenge is part of the broader data
interoperability problem though it encompasses besides “finding” the right
data also the ability of fostering automated translation between data structures
in different ontology domains.
Avoid data deluge – This challenge is about the ability of processing
data close to the place where it is generated or on its way to the requesting
application. This will help avoid unnecessary use of network resources, as well
as reduce the amount of data that have to be processed for analytics purposes.
It includes challenges like data aggregation, stream processing, CEP etc.
Distributed/decentralised reasoning and data to knowledge conversion – While the previous challenge is about why we should avoid data
deluge, this challenge is about how this can be achieved. IoT is becoming the
underlying monitoring fabric of future smart-x applications. Trends suggests
there will soon be more devices than we can dedicate attention to, thus getting
data across to applications will have to be better managed on the end-to-end
delivery path. This requires introduction of new ways for distributed data
interpretation which accounts for the locality of data, the need to compress
it to meet application requirements (i.e. latency, quality etc.) and network
capacity.
Low latency reasoning cognitive loops – This challenge relates to the IoT
evolving towards becoming able to support very low-latency reasoning loops.
This involves the ability to instantiate data processing instances dynamically
and close to data sources, besides addressing redesign of communication
protocols for speed.
Humans in the loop and self-management of IoT – The rapidly increasing number of connected objects will not be met by a similarly progress in
humans ability to set them up, configure them, manage them etc. This element
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of the roadmap relates to the need of solutions that will ensure that devices
can be fully operational with simple and little involvement of the users, if
need be.
3.4.2 Roadmap and Technology for Addressing These
Challenges
IoT is currently positioned at the top of the Gartner hype cycle (the so called
“peak of expectations”). The challenge for all the businesses that plan to
draw on the wide uptake of this technology, is to ensure that the “through of
disillusionment” is somewhat reduced and that the market remains sustained.
To achieve this objective one must certainly focus on adoption and userfriendliness. From a technology viewpoint, effort should go to ensuring that
the right enablers that support this vision are developed.
3.4.2.1 From Challenges to Technology Solutions
In previous section we split the future IoT challenges under three main
categories, one related to dealing with billions of connected things, one related
to having to manage these devices and a last one associated with making the
most of data these things will produce in other words, how to create useful
knowledge.
What is clear is that full mesh connectivity between billions of devices and
associate applications will not be achievable, which brings us to the statement
that IoT will need increased flexibility in the “communication infrastructure
substrate”.
This translates into ensuring adequate evolution in the following technology domains: flexible networks for prioritized and M2M-specific communications, edge cloud computing and distributed big-data analytics. Besides these
“infrastructure oriented” technologies, also progress in more “IoT specific”
domains will be needed: this relates to progress on the “hardware-related”
energy harvesting side to ensure more reliable and durable IoT services.
Whereas on the “software side” semantic technologies as well as ensuring
security and privacy protection solutions need to be reliable and usable to
foster wide acceptance.
The remainder of this section sheds more light into the technologies (light
boxes in the figures below) that support the highlighted challenges (dark boxes
in the figures). As before, we keep the similar structure around the three earlier
presented challenges.
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Figure 3.19 Billions of connected devices.

Billions of connected devices, what technology enablers? – Addressing
the challenge of billions of connected devices will certainly require some
scale-proof technologies for enabling their automated registration, search and
discovery, maintenance and management.
This has a lot to do with progress on the semantic technologies front (and
subsequent semantic annotation of objects). Through the use of semantics one
can design how to automatically relate all devices that e.g. share a similar
location, or that can produce a certain type of data, or that are owned by the
same person. Moreover progress on the semantic technologies front is also
needed to address IoT application silos interoperability problems. In particular
this will enable the system’s understanding of “what” needs to be done to
achieve interoperability between data in separate domains. As far as the “how”
is concerned, once it is clear what conversion needs to be applied to the sensed
data to make it available for e.g. across application domains. Here comes the
role of edge clouds where appropriate algorithms can be instantiated and run
to address interoperability issues.
Looking at more “hardware” related issues, progress in the energy
harvesting field has many implications on the achievement of the billions
devices challenge. It certainly contributes to environmental friendliness as
it relies upon renewable energy for the installation of sensing devices at
zero energy impact i.e. without connection to power sources. Similarly, the
relatively slow advances in battery technologies compared to evolution of
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computing capabilities, mean that wireless IoT devices will always be more
resource constrained than their wired counterparts. Virtualisation (of sensing)
techniques therefore empower wireless devices by adding “always-on” functionality on the “wired side” of the network and breaking functionality from
hardware ownership which also contributes to achieving better environmental
friendliness as it makes for more efficient (re-)use of hardware resources. This
is aligned to leveraging on functionality to the edge of the network, therefore
enabling a more sustainable evolution of virtual objects/IoT Virtual Gateway
functionality.
With regards to achieving more efficient M2M communications, it is
envisaged that progress on the low-latency wireless networks technologies
and agile networks management will be needed. This is needed to ensure on
the one hand low-overhead for short-lived communications to edge devices
(through more agile network management schemes) while on the other hand
achieving shorter cognitive loops for sensing-processing-actuating close to
the edge, a “must-have” requirement for tactile internet future scenarios.
Management of IoT devices for robustness and reliability – The importance of this challenge stems from IoT becoming more mature and established
enabling contextually also support for critical services, or more robust and
dependable ones in general.
From a technology viewpoint, there is need for more flexible “infrastructure oriented” technologies to mature. Edge clouds and software networks

Figure 3.20 Management of IoT for robustness and reliability.
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are there to support and complement the constrained nature of devices
and have therefore implications on the sub-challenges of virtualizing IoT
functionality and orchestrating the use of these “infrastructure technologies”
for a more robust IoT. Virtual Objects and Virtual Gateways are also specific
IoT technologies, building bricks of virtual IoT functions which can be more
robust and resilient to connected objects hardware failures/limited coverage.
With an increase of the number of devices beyond what humans can
successfully manage comes the need to rely on cognitive technologies
for autonomic management of IoT platforms and for security threats and
anomaly detection. Specifically, this is supported by progress in the bigdata analytics and leverages on machine learning and decentralized reasoning
technologies.
Intelligent reasoning over IoT data – While previous challenges were
related to IoT hardware and more infrastructure oriented, this one is about
how to best leverage on IoT harvested data, notably to produce the usable and
useful knowledge for compelling IoT-based services and applications in many
different domains.
Semantic annotation of data is a must to be able to automatically draw
“relevance boundaries” amongst available data. Hence, progress on semantic
technologies underpins the development of data models that foster and support well-targeted data to knowledge conversions which is key in ensuring
wide adoptions (i.e. cognitive systems that take the right decisions through
predictive models).

Figure 3.21 Intelligent reasoning over IoT data.
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Besides semantic technologies, techniques of cognitive computing are
also required. Here we refer to the more and more reliable services that large
computing machines such as e.g. IBM Watson will enable. The algorithms
for data to knowledge manipulation and for predictive modelling contribute
to better quality decisions and wide acceptance. This is also where big-data
steps-in, as well as security and privacy by design which are also key to ensure
wide acceptance.
On the “data to knowledge conversion” path we illustrated the importance
of real-time big-data analytics applied to reduce in size the produced IoT data,
and thus lowering IoT impact on communication networks. This is achieved
through pre-processing done close to the edge, avoiding data deluge.
Edge clouds and low latency networks, together with well-targeted data to
knowledge conversion are the key technologies for achieving fast reasoning
loops, which underpin future Tactile Internet scenarios.

3.5 Internet of Things and Related Future Internet
Technologies
3.5.1 Cloud and Edge/Fog Computing
Cloud computing has been established as one of the major building blocks of
the Future Internet. New technology enablers have progressively fostered virtualisation at different levels and have allowed the various paradigms known
as “Applications as a Service”, “Platforms as a Service” and “Infrastructure
and Networks as a Service”. Such trends have greatly helped to reduce cost
of ownership and management of associated virtualised resources, lowering
the market entry threshold to new players and enabling provisioning of new
services. With the virtualisation of objects being the next natural step in this
trend, the convergence of cloud computing and Internet of Things will enable
unprecedented opportunities in the IoT services arena [112]. Devices send
and receive data interacting with the network where the data is transmitted,
normalized, and filtered using edge computing/processing then is transferred
in data storage units and databases accessible by applications and analytics
tools, which process it and provide it to other things and people who will act
and collaborate. The IoT layered architecture include the edge intelligence into
the edge computing/processing where all the data capture, processing is done
at the device level among all the physical sensor/actuators/devices that include
controllers based on microprocessors/microcontrollers to compute/process
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and wireless modules to communicate. The intelligence at the edge supports devices to use their data sharing and decision-making capabilities to
interact and cooperate in order to process the data at the edge, filter it and
select/prioritize what is important. This intelligent processing at the edge
select the “smart data” that is transferred to the central data stores for further
processing in the cloud. This allows including the Edge Cloud for processing
data and addressing the challenges of response-time, reliability and security.
For real time fast processes, the sensor/actuator edge devices could generate
data much faster than the cloud-based apps can process it.
The use of intelligent edge devices require to reduce the amount of data
sent to the cloud through quality filtering and aggregation and the integration
of more functions into intelligent devices and gateways closer to the edge
reduces latency. By moving the intelligence to the edge, the local devices can
generate value when there are challenges related to transferring data to the
cloud. This will allow as well for protocol consolidation by controlling the
various ways devices can communicate with each other.
As part of this convergence, IoT applications (such as sensor-based
services) will be delivered on-demand through a cloud environment [113]. This
extends beyond the need to virtualize sensor data stores in a scalable fashion. It

Figure 3.22 Internet of Things Cloud (Source: IBM).
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asks for virtualization of Internet-connected objects and their ability to become
orchestrated into on-demand services (such as Sensing-as-a-Service).
With the growth of IoT, we’re shifting toward a cyber-physical paradigm,
where we closely integrate computing and communication with the connected things, including the ability to control their operations. In such
systems, many security vulnerabilities and threats come from the interactions between the cyber and physical domains. An approach to holistically
integrate security vulnerability analysis and protections in both domains
will become increasingly necessary. There is growing demand to secure
the rapidly increasing population of connected, and often mobile, things.
In contrast to today’s networks, where assets under protection are typically
inside firewalls and protected with access control devices, many things in
the IoT arena will operate in unprotected or highly vulnerable environments
(i.e. vehicles, sensors, and medical devices used in homes and embedded on
patients). Protecting such things poses additional challenges beyond enterprise
networks [60].
Many Internet of Things applications require mobility support and geodistribution in addition to location awareness and low latency, while the data
need to be processed in “real-time” in micro clouds or fog. Micro cloud or
Fog computing enables new applications and services applies a different data
management and analytics and extends the Cloud Computing paradigm to the
edge of the network. Similar to Cloud, Micro Cloud/Edge Cloud/Fog provides
data, compute, storage, and application services to end-users.
The Micro Cloud or the Edge Cloud/Fog needs to have the following
features in order to efficiently implement the required IoT applications:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Low latency and location awareness
Wide-spread geographical distribution
Mobility
Very large number of nodes
Predominant role of wireless access
Strong presence of streaming and real time applications
Heterogeneity

The worlds of IT and telecommunications networking are converging bringing
with them new possibilities and capabilities that can be deployed into the
network. A key transformation has been the ability to run IT based servers at
network edge, applying the concepts of cloud computing. This is defined as
Mobile Edge computing [69]. Mobile edge computing can be seen as a cloud
server running at the edge of a mobile network and performing specific tasks
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that could not be achieved with traditional network infrastructure. IoT/M2M
gateway and control functions are typical examples, but there are many others.
Mobile edge computing is characterized by [69]:
• On-Premises: The Edge is local, meaning that it can run isolated from the
rest of the network, while having access to local resources. This becomes
particularly important for M2M scenarios, for example when dealing with
security or safety systems that need high levels of resilience.
• Proximity: Being close to the source of information, Edge Computing is
particularly useful to capture key information for analytics and big data.
Edge computing may also have direct access to the devices, which can
easily be leveraged by business specific applications.
• Lower latency: As Edge services run close to end devices it considerably reduces latency. This can be utilized to react faster, to improve
user experience, or to minimize congestion in other parts of the
network.
• Location awareness: When a Network Edge is part of a wireless network,
whether it is Wi-Fi or Cellular, a local service can leverage low-level
signalling information to determine the location of each connected
device. This gives birth to an entire family of business-oriented use cases,
including Location Based Services, Analytics, and many more.
• Network context information: Real-time network data (such as radio
conditions, network statistics, etc.) can be used by applications and
services to offer context-related services that can differentiate the
mobile broadband experience and be monetized. New applications can
be developed (which will benefit from this real-time network data)
to connect mobile subscribers with local points-of-interest, businesses
and events.
Mobile Edge computing transforms base stations into intelligent service hubs
that are capable of delivering highly personalized services directly from the
very edge of the network while providing the best possible performance in
mobile networks. Proximity, context, agility and speed can be translated into
unique value and revenue generation, and can be exploited by operators and
application service providers to create a new value chain [69].
For the future IoT applications it is expected that more of the network intelligence to reside closer to the source. This will push for the rise
of Edge Cloud/Fog, Mobile Edge computing architectures, as most data
will be too noisy or latency-sensitive or expensive to be transfer to the
cloud.
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3.5.2 Federated IoT Data Cloud and Orchestration
of Large Scale Services
The rapid evolution of Sensor Technologies, the Semantic Web consolidation
and the extensive deployment of Cloud Computing Systems provide a unique
opportunity to unify the real and the virtual worlds (Internet of Things).
The Internet of Things enables the building of very large infrastructures
that for the first time facilitate the information-driven real-time integration
of the physical world and computers (Cyber Physical Systems) on a global
scale (connecting sensor with systems and systems with the web). At the
same time IoT can be considered a flexible middleware technology that
abstracts from heterogeneous sensor network technologies to higher-level
functionalities to enable interconnected sensor networks and processing of
sensor data (Sensor Internet). It is a cornerstone for enabling Semantic
Reality.
Cloud computing comprises the computing capacity necessary to run
background operations to facilitate the complex IoT data analytics. The vision
towards a Global Internet of Things requires not only emergent technologies
but heterogeneous IoT system of systems coordinated via Federated services
platforms. The deployment of IoT Data Cloud management systems and the
orchestration of Large Scale Services are also important to enable a “global”
view of the services and IoT infrastructures. In a global Internet of Things,
control of sensors or infrastructure became a secondary role as per the Internet
of Things services creation mechanisms are focused on providing capabilities
and functionality and repurposing services and data rather than configurations
and infrastructure adaptation/changes.
The sheer size of global Internet of Things systems pose novel and
unique challenges, as it can only be engineered and deployed if a large
degree of self-organization and automation capabilities are offered (largescale deployments). Global internet of Things are built into the system
and its constituents, enabling simple deployment (plug-and-play), dynamic
(re-)configuration, re-purposing of technology and flexible component and
information integration alike tailored information delivery based on user context and needs in a service-oriented way. This requires semantic descriptions
of the user needs and contexts, and of the system’s constituents, the data
streams they produce, their functionalities and their requirements to enable
a machine-understandable information space of real-world entities and their
dynamic communication processes on a scale that is beyond the current size
of the Internet.
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IoT is expanding rapidly and is changing the perception of our daily life,
not only from a technological perspective but also our personal activities,
professional career and also in the way we establish social interactions.
IoT is already considered as crucial in the process for designing the Future
Internet. It is expected IoT will revolution our perception of the world enabling
more smartness to the different external aspects of the human being (cities,
industries, agriculture, clothing, fashion, etc.)
Currently Internet of Things not only has planned the model for “global”
distributed infrastructures worldwide interconnected but envisioned the creation of distributed applications that rely in non-proprietary technologies (e.g.
Web of Things, Internet of Everything, and the Physical Web). The adoption
of IoT technology and its immersion in the society is generating high demands
for high volumes of data and the capacity for storing, processing and analysing
it in real time.
Based on the evolution of sensor technologies and the semantic technologies to unify the real and the virtual worlds this global vision is becoming
a reality. It is yet a need for investigating the convergence of systems and
technology platforms (e.g. software systems, the semantic web technologies
and the Internet). The main objective is for developing flexible IoT middleware solutions/technology which abstracts data from heterogeneous sensor
networks and bring this to a higher application-level(s) for enabling extended
systems’ functionalities and also enable interconnected sensor networks and
sensor web data interoperability.
Extensive attention is necessary to focus on the deployment, maintenance
and monitoring work on large-scale deployments, big sensor data collection
and annotation and investigate data transformation and processing by means
of advance stream processing techniques. To this end it is necessary to work
on the design principles for device and infrastructure-related architectures,
technologies and protocol frameworks for Internet connected heterogeneous
devices.
3.5.2.1 IoT Data Analytics
The need for efficient Methods and Algorithms for Big Data, Collection and
Transformation following self-Organization and self-Management paradigms
still remains as one of the main objectives in the evolution towards Global
Internet of Things. Cloud Computing Infrastructures and Management Platforms have evolved but Privacy and Security-Enabled Middleware Platforms
are expected research activities in relation to topics that are not limited to Cloud
Infrastructures for Data Analytics, Security, Privacy and Trust, Recommender
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Systems and Clustering Mechanisms, Federation and Orchestration, Service
Configuration and Control, Ontology Engineering and Applied Semantics
alike Modelling and Reasoning Techniques.
A major effort on investigating the convergence of software systems,
the semantic web and the Internet, heavily focused on the evolution of
sensor technologies and the semantic technologies to unify the real and the
virtual worlds. Development of flexible IoT middleware technology which
abstracts data from heterogeneous sensor networks and bring this to a higher
application-level(s) for enabling extended systems’ functionalities and also
enable interconnected sensor networks and sensor web data interoperability by
using the Internet. Extensive work on large-scale deployments, big sensor data
collection and annotation is due to come and investigate data transformation
and processing by means of advance stream processing techniques query
languages and reasoning techniques for the amount of generated data in the
city. Design efforts for defining principles for device and infrastructure-related
architectures, technologies and protocol frameworks for Internet connected
heterogeneous devices.
Based on the evolution of sensor technologies and the semantic technologies it is possible to unify the real and the virtual worlds. There is yet the
need for investigating the convergence of systems and technology platforms
(e.g. software systems, the semantic web technologies and the Internet). The
main objective is for developing flexible IoT middleware solutions/technology
which abstracts data from heterogeneous sensor networks and bring this to a
higher application-level(s) for enabling extended systems’ functionalities and
also enable interconnected sensor networks and sensor web data interoperability by using the Internet. Extensively is necessary to focus on the deployment,
maintenance and monitoring work on large-scale deployments, big sensor data
collection and annotation and investigate data transformation and processing
by means of advance stream processing techniques. To this end it is necessary to work on the design principles for device and infrastructure-related
architectures, technologies and protocol frameworks for Internet connected
heterogeneous devices.
3.5.3 IoT Interoperability and Semantic Technologies
The previous IERC SRIAs have identified the importance of interoperability semantic technologies towards discovering devices, as well as towards
achieving semantic interoperability.
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Interoperability is defined as the ability of two or more systems or components to exchange data and use information this provides many challenges on
how to get the information, to exchange data, and to understand and process the
information. There are four basic IoT interoperability layers to be thoroughly
tested and validated: technical, syntactical, semantic, and organizational.
• Technical Interoperability is usually associated with hardware/software
components, systems and platforms that enable machine-to-machine
communication to take place. This kind of interoperability is often centred
on (communication) protocols and the infrastructure needed for those
protocols to operate.
• Syntactical Interoperability is usually associated with data formats.
Certainly, the messages transferred by communication protocols need
to have well-defined syntax and encoding, even if it is only in the form of
bit-tables. However, many protocols carry data or content, and this can
be represented using high-level transfer syntaxes such as HTML, XML
or ASN.1.
• Semantic Interoperability is usually associated with the meaning of
content and concerns the human rather than machine interpretation of
the content. Thus, interoperability on this level means that there is a
common understanding between people of the meaning of the content
(information) being exchanged.
• Organizational Interoperability is the ability of organizations to effectively communicate and transfer (meaningful) data (information) even
though they may be using a variety of different information systems
over widely different infrastructures, possibly across different geographic
regions and cultures.
Organizational interoperability depends on the former three. Following the
definitions and the trends on ICT sector about sensors and sensor data we can
add two other dimensions: Static and dynamic interoperability.
• Dynamic interoperability: Two products cannot interoperate if they do
not implement the same set of options (“services”). Therefore when
specifications are including a broad range of options, this aspect could
lead to serious interoperability problem. Solutions to overcome these
aspects consist of definition clearly in a clear document the full list options
with all conditions (e.g. defined as PICS in ISO 9646 [77]) as well as
to define set of profiles. In the latter case, defining profile would help to
truly check interoperability between two products in the same family or
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from different family if the feature checked belongs to the two groups.
We could consider this aspect as
• Static interoperability using approach of the well-known OSI overall
test methodology ISO 9646 [77], where there is definition of static
conformance review. Conformance testing consists of checking whether
an Implementation Under Test (ITU) satisfies all static and dynamic
conformance requirements. For the static conformance requirements this
means a reviewing process of the options (PICS) delivered with the IUT.
This is referred to as the static conformance review. This aspect could
appear easy but that represent serious challenge in the IoT field due the
broad range of applications.
The solutions that use non-interoperable solutions lead to increase of complexity in communicating and interpreting their data and services. One
interesting research is to accept differences and potential non-interoperability
for instance between two different protocols but to adapt on the fly. We
see also such features in intelligent gateways and middleware. This can be
called dynamic interoperability and should be a continuous important research
area in particular with the growing complexity and heterogeneity of IoT
environments.
The challenges for IoT interoperability are many and there is a need for
an interoperability framework to address them in a consistent manner under
the IoT architectural model. These challenges require addressing a number of
research topics as presented in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1 IoT Interoperability research topics
Challenges
Research Topics
Discovery of objects and
• Algorithms for data selection and classification
Clustering
• Efficient clustering mechanisms
• IoT service management systems
Privacy and Security at Technical
• Access control algorithms and tools
and Semantic level
• Rules-based systems
• IoT systems federation
Quality of Data
• Data filtering and data selection
• Data mining
• Control and assurance
Reasoning and Analysis
• Taxonomy, modelling,
• Probabilistic modelling
• Inference, Abstraction and Abduction
Data Management
• Data fusion
• Mash-ups processing
• Stream processing
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There are arguments against using semantics in constrained environments
since ontologies and semantic data can add too much overhead in the case of
devices with limited resources. However, ontologies are a way to share and
agree on a common vocabulary and knowledge; at the same time there are
machine-interpretable and represented in interoperable and re-usable forms.
There is no need to add semantic metadata in the source, since this could
be added to the data at a later stage (e.g. in a gateway that have mere
functionalities). The legacy applications can ignore these ontologies or can
be extended to work with it.
In IoT applications semantic technologies will have an important role in
enabling sharing and re-use of virtual objects as a service through the cloud.
The semantic enrichment of virtual object descriptions will realise for IoT
what semantic annotation of web pages has enabled in the Semantic Web.
Associated semantic-based reasoning will assist IoT users to more independently find the relevant proven virtual objects to improve the performance or
the effectiveness of the IoT applications they intend to use.

3.6 Networks and Communication
Present communication technologies span the globe in wireless and wired
networks and support global communication by globally-accepted communication standards. The Internet of Things Strategic Research and Innovation
Agenda (SRIA) intends to lay the foundations for the Internet of Things to be
developed by research through to the end of this decade and for subsequent
innovations to be realised even after this research period. Within this timeframe
the number of connected devices, their features, their distribution and implied
communication requirements will develop; as will the communication infrastructure and the networks being used. Everything will change significantly.
Internet of Things devices will be contributing to and strongly driving this
development.
Changes will first be embedded in given communication standards and
networks and subsequently in the communication and network structures
defined by these standards.
3.6.1 Networking Technology
Mobile traffic today is driven by predictable activities such as making calls,
receiving email, surfing the web, and watching videos. Over the next 5 to 10
years, billions of IoT devices with less predictable traffic patterns will join
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Figure 3.23 Global perspective – 5G capabilities [157].

the network, including vehicles, machine-to-machine (M2M) modules, video
surveillance that requires 24-7 bandwidth, or different types of sensors that
send out tiny bits of data each day. The rise of cloud computing requires
new network strategies for fifth evolution of mobile the 5G, which represents
clearly a convergence of network access technologies. The architecture of such
network has to integrate the needs for IoT applications and to offer seamless
integration. To make the IoT and M2M communication possible there is a
need for fast, high-capacity networks.
The capabilities depicted in Figure 3.23 are the following [157]:
• Traffic capacity relates to the capability to manage a certain amount of
offered traffic per area unit.
• Mobility/coverage refers to the capability to provide connectivity in any
situation; on the move and when standing still, regardless of user location.
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• Network and device energy efficiency relates to the energy consumption
in both wireless devices and network infrastructure.
• Massive number of devices relates to the capability to handle a large
number of connected devices per area unit, while preventing that the
related control signalling overhead limits the user experience.
• Reliability relates to the capability to provide a given service level with
very high probability. If reliability is high enough, mission-critical and
safety-of-life applications can be supported.
• Latency refers to the time the system needs to transport data through its
own domain of responsibility.
• Spectrum and bandwidth flexibility refers to the flexibility of the system
design to handle different spectrum scenarios, and in particular to the
capability to handle higher frequencies and wider bandwidths than today.
• Achievable end user data rate refers to the maximum data rate a user
typically experiences (i.e. the “perceived speed” of the data connection).
The capabilities relate to the use cases for future international mobile
telecommunications, as shown through the arches at the edge of the figure.
• Mobile Broadband is the human centric use case for non-limited access
to services and data anytime and anywhere.
• Mission-critical machine communication is a use case where communication between machines is required to have an exactly defined behaviour
in terms of key KPIs such as guaranteed throughput, latency, etc.
Examples are wireless control of industrial manufacturing or production
processes, traffic safety applications, etc.
• Massive Machine Communication is a use case mainly characterized
by a very large number of connected devices which typically transmit
relatively low volume of non-delay-sensitive data. Devices are required
to be simple and cheap, and have a very long battery life.
5G networks will deliver 1,000 to 5,000 times more capacity than 3G and
4G networks today and will be made up of cells that support peak rates
of between 10 and 100 Gbps. They need to be ultra-low latency, meaning
it will take data 1–10 milliseconds to get from one designated point to
another, compared to 40–60 milliseconds today. Another goal is to separate
communications infrastructure and allow mobile users to move seamlessly
between 5G, 4G, and WiFi, which will be fully integrated with the cellular
network. Networks will also increasingly become programmable, allowing operators to make changes to the network virtually, without touching
the physical infrastructure. The capabilities of Future and previous future
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Figure 3.24 5G Capability cube (Source: Ericsson).

international mobile telecommunications systems are depicted in Figure 3.24.
Future international mobile telecommunications will encompass all the capabilities of the previous systems. The performance requirements in some
scenarios will increase significantly due to new services arising and spreading.
The evolution and pervasiveness of present communication technologies
has the potential to grow to unprecedented levels in the near future by including
the world of things into the developing Internet of Things. Network users will
be humans, machines, things and groups of them.
3.6.2 Communication Technology
The growth in mobile device market is pushing the deployment of Internet of
Things applications where these mobile devices (smart phones, tablets, etc.
are seen as gateways for wireless sensors and actuators.
Communications technologies for the Future Internet and the Internet of
Things will have to avoid such bottlenecks by construction not only for a
given status of development, but for the whole path to fully developed and
still growing nets.
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Many types of Internet of Things devices will be connected to the energy
grid all the time; on the other hand a significant subset of Internet of Things
devices will have to rely on their own limited energy resources or energy
harvesting throughout their lifetime.
The inherent trend to higher complexity of solutions on all levels will be
seriously questioned – at least with regard to minimum energy Internet of
Things devices and services.
Their communication with the access edges of the Internet of Things
network shall be optimized cross domain with their implementation space
and it shall be compatible with the correctness of the construction approach.
The next years’ M2M associated with the Internet of Things could be
SIM-less, meaning “wireless, long-range, low-power, low data-rate and without SIM-card”. A deep revolution in the landscape of M2M wireless radio
communication technologies is taking off. Until now, in the field of M2M, only
GPRS, SMS, 3G technologies based on the SIM card principle allowed to pass
information over long distances between an object and a remote information
system. Once the SIM card is integrated in the sensor, the object becomes communicating. It can be fixed (drinks vending machine, tank, thermostat, energy
box, smoke detector, parking meter) or mobile (wagons, containers, heavy
vehicles, bicycles). A sensor then records data locally and transmits it automatically via the integrated GSM modem to the remote information system.

Figure 3.25 Communication standards [158].
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Innovative wireless communication technologies create new perspectives for
IoT applications. Companies such as Sigfox (French IoT operator using its
own technology), Weightless (promoted mainly in UK), LoRa (french Cycleo
technology acquired by the founder Semtech) are introducing these wireless
communication technologies. This new technologies push for the emergence
of new attractive and alternative business models for certain IoT applications
with subscriptions ranging from 1 € to 20 € per year without cost of data.
While these solutions can only transmit a small amount of data per message
(dozens or even hundreds of kilobytes per message), they however cover well
over 80% of M2M and IoT’s needs. Some applications have already rejected
the SIM-card GSM approach to precisely focus on SIM-less. This is the case
for smart meters. Except for market’s structural cause, over the next eight
years, nearly 200 million residential meters (Water, Gas, Electricity) across
the members of the Euro zone countries will be connected and half will be
equipped with SIM-less technology (and the other half in PLC) [158].

3.7 Data Management
Data management is a crucial aspect in the Internet of Things. When considering a world of objects interconnected and constantly exchanging all types
of information, the volume of the generated data and the processes involved
in the handling of those data become critical.
In this context there are many technologies and factors involved in the
“data management” within the IoT context.
Some of the most relevant concepts which enable us to understand the
challenges and opportunities of data management are:
•
•
•
•
•

Data Collection and Analysis
Big data
Semantic Sensor Networking
Virtual Sensors
Complex Event Processing

Data Collection and Analysis modules or capabilities are the essential components of any IoT platform or system, and they are constantly evolving
in order to support more features and provide more capacity to external
components (either higher layer applications leveraging on the data stored
by the DCA module or other external systems exchanging information for
analysis or processing). The DCA module is part of the core layer of any IoT
platform.
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An example of data management framework for IoT is presented in [73]
that incorporates a layered, data-centric, and federated paradigm to join the
independent IoT subsystems in an adaptable, flexible, and seamless data
network. In this framework, the “Things” layer is composed of all entities
and subsystems that can generate data. Raw data, or simple aggregates,
are then transported via a communications layer to data repositories. These
data repositories are either owned by organizations or public, and they
can be located at specialized servers or on the cloud. Organizations or
individual users have access to these repositories via query and federation
layers that process queries and analysis tasks, decide which repositories
hold the needed data, and negotiate participation to acquire the data. In
addition, real-time or context-aware queries are handled through the federation layer via a sources layer that seamlessly handles the discovery
and engagement of data sources. The whole framework allows a two-way
publishing and querying of data. This allows the system to respond to the
immediate data and processing requests of the end users and provides archival
capabilities for later long-term analysis and exploration of value-added
trends.
In the context of IoT, data management systems must summarize data
online while providing storage, logging, and auditing facilities for offline
analysis. This expands the concept of data management from offline storage,
query processing, and transaction management operations into online-offline
communication/storage dual operations. The lifecycle of data within an IoT
system is illustrated in Figure 3.26, proceeds from data production to aggregation, transfer, optional filtering and pre-processing, and finally to storage
and archiving. Querying and analysis are the end points that initiate (request)
and consume data production, but data production can be set to be “pushed” to
the IoT consuming services. Production, collection, aggregation, filtering, and
some basic querying and preliminary processing functionalities are considered
online, communication-intensive operations. Intensive pre-processing, longterm storage and archival and in-depth processing/analysis are considered
offline storage-intensive operations [73].
The proposed IoT data management framework consists of six stacked
layers, two of which include sub-layers and complementary or twin layers.
The framework layers map closely to the phases of the IoT data lifecycle
with lookup/orchestration considered to be an added process that is not
strictly a part of the data lifecycle. The “Things” Layer encompasses IoT
sensors and smart objects (data production objects), as well as modules for
in-network processing and data collection/real-time aggregation (processing,
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Figure 3.26 IoT data lifecycle and data management [73].

aggregation). The Communication Layer provides support for transmission of
requests, queries, data, and results (collection and delivery). The Data/Sources
twin layers respectively handle the discovery and cataloguing of data sources
and the storage and indexing of collected data (data storage/archival). The
Data Layer also handles data and query processing for local, autonomous data
repository sites (filtering, pre-processing, processing).
The Federation Layer provides the abstraction and integration of data
repositories that is necessary for global query/analysis requests, using metadata stored in the Data Sources layer to support real-time integration of sources
as well as location-centric requests (pre-processing, integration, fusion).
The Query Layer handles the details of query processing and optimization
in cooperation with the Federation Layer as well as the complementary
Transactions Layer (processing, delivery). The Query Layer includes the
Aggregation Sub-Layer, which handles the aggregation and fusion queries that
involve an array of data sources/sites (aggregation/fusion). The Application/
Analysis Layer is the requester of data/analysis needs and the consumer
of data and analysis results. The layers of the proposed IoT data management framework and their respective functional modules are illustrated in
Figure 3.27 [73].
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Figure 3.27 IoT data management framework [73].
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3.7.1 Smart Data
Smart data is about the processing and analysis of large data repositories, so
disproportionately large that it is impossible to treat them with the conventional
tools of analytical databases. The machines generate data a lot faster than
people can, and their production rates will grow exponentially with Moore’s
Law. Storing this data is cheap, and it can be mined for valuable information.
Examples of this tendency include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Web logs
RFID
Sensor networks
Social networks
Social data (due to the Social data revolution)
Internet text and documents
Internet search indexing
Call detail records
Astronomy, atmospheric science, genomics, biogeochemical, biological,
and other complex and/or interdisciplinary scientific research
Military surveillance
Medical records
Photography archives
Video archives
Large scale e-commerce

3.8 A QoS Security Framework for the IoT Architecture
A Quality of Service (QoS) security framework would first and foremost mean
that security requirements are met and compliance can be documented.
Security problems inherent with the wireless technologies (Internet,
mobile communication networks, and sensor networks) are known and many
of them addressed largely so that solutions are on the way. IoT presents new
challenges to network and security architects. Specific and more evolved
security solutions are required in order to cope with these challenges, which if
not addressed may become barriers for the IoT deployment on a broad scale.
This section presents essential security considerations when designing
a security framework for the IoT architecture and research aspects to be
addressed in the near future. The starting point is a generic IoT architecture
integrating physical objects communicating with each other and structured in
several layers, suitable for resources-constrained devices. Security aspects are
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addressed tailored to constraints of IoT scenarios and characteristics of IoT
devices.
The basic components of a QoS security framework are identified, addressing both traditional security problems of communication networks and specific
IoT threats. Larger space is dedicated to authentication and access control as
important parts of any security chain, and vital for many scenarios in the IPbased IoT. They have their own specificity and have been the focus of recent
standardization and certification efforts.
3.8.1 End-to-End Security. The Decentralized Approach.
Large-scale applications and services based on the IoT are increasingly
vulnerable to disruption from attack or information theft. Vulnerability is the
opportunity for a threat to cause loss and a threat is any potential danger to
a resource, originating from anything and/or anyone that has the potential
to cause a threat. Common IoT threats are presented in [72] together with
requirements to make the IoT secure, involving several technological areas.
The thread that is common through all these is the need for end-to-end security.

Figure 3.28 Smart City – Multi-layer security framework.
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In order to fulfil the end-to-end security principles and IoT inherent
requirements, a distributed approach seems to be the most suitable. With
this approach, objects are becoming more intelligent, capable of making
their own authorization decisions. The adoption of fine-grained authorization
mechanisms allows for more flexible resources control and enables tolerance
when fronting unknown-risks. In addition, IP security protocol variants for
the IoT with public-key-based cryptographic primitives in their protocol
design, such as Datagram TLS (DTLS), the HIP Diet EXchange (DEX),
and minimal IKEv2, can fulfil the requirements of IoT regarding scalability
and interoperability. End-to-end authentication, integrity confidentiality and
privacy, are essential.
Important to keep in mind is that all the technologies must be tailored to
the constraints of IoT scenarios and characteristics of IoT devices, including
limited memory, compute resources, local security, backup connectivity. Thus
the employed technologies must reduce the need for expensive cryptographic
operations, prevent DoS attacks targeting the security mechanism, improve
tolerance to attacks, etc.
3.8.2 Standardization. Certification. Interoperability.
Standardization and certification activities play an important role in securing
the IoT, both in terms of enhancing interoperability of IoT devices and adoption
of security solutions by the industry. Many of the security solutions are
proprietary making it difficult for the IoT devices to communicate with each
other in an interoperable manner and in formulation a common and sound
security vision in order to standardize security solutions for the IoT. The
efforts in the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) are making progress
exactly in this direction.
3.8.3 Components of a QoS Security Framework
A Quality of Service (QoS) security framework would first and foremost mean
that security requirements are met and compliance can be documented.
The basic components of a QoS security framework are:
• Authentication. Implements authentication of users and devices, including identity management in order to ensure authentication, accountability
and privacy.
• Authorization. Implements access control on devices and services, in
order to ensure data confidentiality and integrity.
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• Network. Implements protocols to route and transport control, management and traffic securely over the infrastructure, thus ensuring
communication confidentiality and integrity.
• Trust management. Implements remote control, over-the-air update,
logging, analytics, in order to document compliance with security
requirements and other security related regulations and standards.
3.8.3.1 Authentication
At the core of the security framework for IoT architecture is the authentication
component, used to provide and verify the identify information of IoT objects.
According to ISO/IEC 27002, authentication is the act of establishing, or
confirming something (or someone) as authentic, i.e., that claims made by, or
about the thing are true. Thus, an authentication relationship is initiated based
on the identity of the IoT device, whenever the device needs access to the IoT
infrastructure.
Some of the traditional authentication technologies in wireless networks,
including lightweight public key-based authentication technology, pre-shared
key authentication technology, random key pre-distribution authentication
technology, the certification based on auxiliary information, the certification
based on one-way hash function, can be employed.
However, most of the traditional authentication mechanisms are based
on human credentials, such as username and password, token or biometrics,
roles in the organizations, etc. For the IoT objects the identity information is
different, first and foremost because the process does not involve human intervention. Such information includes RFID, X.509 certificates, MAC address
or any other unique hardware based information. However, many devices
may have limited memory to store certificates or CPU power to execute the
validation operations inherent to such certificates. Near future research much
therefore address other credential types.
Another challenge deriving from the IoT devices being usually unattended,
is the fact that the equipment is accessible to attacks, targeting exactly the
security mechanisms. Accessing the IoT infrastructure with hacked/illegal
equipment can create serious damages for the users, such as conflict of interests
in addition to the network security issues.
3.8.3.2 Authorization
Authorization is the next component in the security chain, building upon the
information provided by the authentication component. Both authentication
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and authorization must be in place in order to establish a secure relationship
between IoT devices to exchange appropriate information.
According to ISO/IEC 27002, authorization is the process of controlling
access and rights to resources.
The state of art and practice for policy mechanisms to manage and control
access to consumer and enterprise networks is well advanced so it would only
be natural to adopt them for the IoT. The most common scenario is that for a
user to have the privileges to access a resource, the user must satisfy certain
conditions, such as being assigned certain roles, belonging to certain specific
groups, etc.
However, it is clear based on the type of identity information delivered by the authentication component that the traditional role-based access
control mechanism (RBAC) is no longer the focus. In the IoT world, the
attributes of a node or an IoT object make more sense, so that a finegrained mechanism such as the attribute-based access control (ABAC) is more
suitable.
Although being standard technologies, RBAC and ABAC cannot be
applied straightforward to IoT. The challenge with the IoT is that very often
there are many different contexts around an IoT identity, so that a centralized
solution would not be feasible. The decisions must be made by the IoT objects
able to capture local information. Authorization within a central entity would
also impact on the scalability of the solution.
A multi context-aware authorization mechanism is necessary. Environment conditions which are captured locally by IoT end-devices may also come
into the picture. The authorization component becomes more complex because
at any point in time during the authorization process it should be clear: who
is requesting the access, who is granting the access, what specific access is
being requested, what is the access scope, when is the access requested and
granted/denied, what is the access’s duration?
A key challenge is therefore the IoT devices capability to capture
security-relevant contextual information, such as time, location, state of the
environment, etc., and use it to make access decision, when the access requests
are issued. More research is needed in this direction.
3.8.3.3 Network
This component encompasses the elements that route and transport endpoint
traffic securely over the infrastructure, whether control, management or actual
data traffic. There are already established protocols and mechanisms to secure
the network infrastructure and affect policy that are well suited to the IoT.
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3.8.3.4 Trust Management
This is the component responsible for remote control, over-the-air update,
logging of all security-related activities in the IoT environment, producing
statistics and document compliance with all security requirements.
As IoT-scale applications and services will scale over multiple administrative domains and involve multiple ownership regimes, there is a need for a
trust framework to enable the users of the system to have confidence that the
information and services being exchanged can indeed be relied upon. It needs
to be able to deal with humans and machines as users, i.e. it needs to convey
trust to humans and needs to be robust enough to be used by machines without
denial of service.
Trust can only be achieved by building continuous compliance into the
IoT infrastructure. By this we mean that embedding techniques into the IoT
devices that allow at any point in time to prove (as opposed to only
claiming) that the IoT environment complies with the security requirements, the ever-changing laws and regulations related to security and other
interoperability requirements inherent to the modern, more complex IoT
environments.

3.9 Discussion
In the future the enterprises will make extensive use of IoT technology,
and there will be a wide range of products sold into various markets,
such as advanced medical devices; factory automation sensors and applications in industrial robotics; sensor motes for increased agricultural yield;
and automotive sensors and infrastructure integrity monitoring systems for
diverse areas, such as road and railway transportation, water distribution and
electrical transmission. By 2020, component costs will have come down to
the point that connectivity will become a standard feature, even for processors
costing less than $1. This opens up the possibility of connecting just about
anything, from the very simple to the very complex, to offer remote control,
monitoring and sensing and it is expected that the variety of devices offered to
explode [84].
The economic value added at the European and global level is significant
across sectors in 2020. The IoT applications are still implemented by the
different industrial verticals with a high adoption in manufacturing, healthcare
and home/buildings.
IoT will also facilitate new business models based on the real-time data
acquired by billions of sensor nodes. This will push for development of
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advances sensor, nanoelectronics, computing, and network and cloud technologies and will lead to value creation in utilities, energy, smart building
technology, transportation and agriculture.
The IoT’s paradigm is based around the idea of connecting things to each
other, so it’s essential create technology ecosystems and work with other
companies that excel at creating IoT devices, gateways, communication/cloud
computing platforms, services and applications. As the number of telecommunications providers, device manufacturers, consulting firms, and business
software companies supplying IoT services grows, it’s easier for enterprises
to find the right providers with whom to partner. In order to address the
totality of interrelated technologies the IoT technology ecosystem is essential
and the enabling technologies will have different roles such as components,
products/applications, and support and infrastructure in these ecosystems. The
technologies will interact through these roles and impact the IoT technological
deployment [50].
IoT ecosystems offer solutions comprising a large system beyond a
platform and solve important technical challenges in the different verticals
and across verticals. These IoT technology ecosystems are instrumental for
the deployment of large pilots and can easily be connected to or build upon
the core IoT solutions for different applications in order to expand the system
of use and allow new and even unanticipated IoT end uses.
The IoT architecture needs to consider key scenarios, to design for common
problems, to appreciate the long term consequences of key decisions in such
a way that builds a solid foundation for developing IoT applications, based on
specific scenarios and requirements. This is essential for both developing the
IoT ecosystems and deploying successfully large IoT application pilots.
If the IoT architecture is not good enough and the software developed
is unstable, the development is unable to support existing or future business
requirements, and it is difficult to deploy or manage it in a large IoT pilot
environment.
One challenge is exchanging the data from and among the things/objects in
an interoperable format. This requires creating systems that cross vertical silos
and harvest the data across domains, which unleashes useful IoT applications
that are user centric, context aware, and are able to create new services by
communication across those verticals.
These exchange and processing capabilities are an intrinsic part of the IoT
concept and they can be applied to applications in areas such as the Internet of
Energy (IoE), the Internet of Lighting (IoL), the Internet of Buildings (IoB),
and, in a city context, the Internet of Vehicles (IoV).
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The final aim is to create a city-centric ecosystem comprising state-ofthe-art and viable technologies which apply the IoT, IoE and IoV concepts
to increase the city efficiency by enabling unobtrusive, adaptable and highly
usable services at the network-edge, gateway and cloud levels. In this context
stimulating the creation of IoT ecosystems (comprising of stakeholders representing the IoT application value-chain: components, chips, sensors, actuators,
embedded processing and communication, system integration, middleware,
architecture design, software, security, service provision, usage, test, etc.),
integrating the future generations of applications, devices, embedded systems and network technologies and other evolving ICT advances, based on
open platforms and standardised identifiers, protocols and architectures is of
paramount importance. In addition the deployment of IoT Large Scale Pilots
to promote the market emergence of IoT and overcome the fragmentation of
vertically oriented closed systems, architectures and application areas that
address challenges in different application areas by bringing together the
technology supply and the application demand sides in real-life settings is
the next important step to demonstrate and validate the technology in real
environments [50].
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Internet of Things
Applications

Internet of Things
Infrastructure

Internet of Things
Architecture Technology

Development
Identification Technology

Internet of Things Timelines
Table 3.2 Future Technological Developments
2015–2020
Beyond 2020
• “Thing/Object DNA” identifier
• Identity management
• Context aware identification
• Open framework for the IoT
• Soft Identities
• Semantics
• Privacy awareness
• Cognitive architectures
• Network of networks architectures
• Experimental architectures
• IoT reference architecture developments
• IoT reference architecture standardization
• Adaptive, context based architectures
• Self-* properties
• Global, general purpose IoT
• Cross domain application deployment
infrastructures
• Integrated IoT infrastructures
• Global discovery mechanism
• Multi-application infrastructures
• Multi provider infrastructures
• IoT information open market
• Configurable IoT devices
• Autonomous Vehicles
• IoT in food/water production and tracing
• Internet of Buildings
• IoT in manufacturing industry
• Internet of Energy
• IoT in industrial lifelong service and
• Internet of Vehicles
maintenance
• Internet of Lighting
• IoT device with strong processing and
analytics capabilities
• Application capable of handling
heterogeneous high capability data collection
and processing infrastructures
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Data and Signal Processing
Technology

Hardware

Software and algorithms

Network Technology

Communication Technology

• Wide spectrum and spectrum aware protocols
• Ultra low power chip sets
• On chip antennas
• Millimetre wave single chips
• Ultra low power single chip radios
• Ultra low power system on chip
• Network context awareness
• Self-aware and self-organizing networks
• Sensor network location transparency
• IPv6- enabled scalability
• Goal oriented software
• Distributed intelligence, problem solving
• Things-to-Things collaboration environments
• IoT complex data analysis
• IoT intelligent data visualization
• Hybrid IoT and industrial automation systems
• Smart sensors (bio-chemical)
• More sensors and actuators (tiny sensors)
• Sensor integration with NFC
• Home printable RFID tags
• Context aware data processing and data
responses
• Energy, frequency spectrum aware data
processing
(Continued )

• Cognitive processing and optimisation

• User oriented software
• The invisible IoT
• Easy-to-deploy IoT SW
• Things-to-Humans collaboration
• IoT 4 All
• User-centric IoT
• Nano-technology and new materials

• Network cognition
• Self-learning, self-repairing networks
• Ubiquitous IPv6-based IoT deployment

• Unified protocol over wide spectrum
• Multi-functional reconfigurable chips
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Security, Privacy & Trust
Technologies

Power and Energy Storage
Technologies

Development
Discovery and Search Engine
Technologies

Table 3.2 Continued
2015–2020
• Automatic route tagging and identification
management centres
• Semantic discovery of sensors and sensor data
• Energy harvesting (biological, chemical,
induction)
• Power generation in harsh environments
• Energy recycling
• Long range wireless power
• Wireless power
• User centric context-aware privacy and
privacy policies
• Privacy aware data processing
• Security and privacy profiles selection based
on security and privacy needs
• Privacy needs automatic evaluation
• Context centric security
• Homomorphic Encryption
• Searchable Encryption
• Protection mechanisms for IoT DoS/DdoS
attacks

• Self-adaptive security mechanisms and
protocols
• Self-managed secure IoT

• Biodegradable batteries
• Nano-power processing unit

Beyond 2020
• Cognitive search engines
• Autonomous search engines
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Standardisation

Interoperability

Material Technology

• SiC, GaN
• Improved/new semiconductor manufacturing
processes/technologies for higher temperature
ranges
• Optimized and market proof interoperability
approaches used
• Interoperability under stress as market grows
• Cost of interoperability reduced
• Several successful certification programmes
in place
• IoT standardization refinement
• M2M standardization as part of IoT
standardisation
• Standards for cross interoperability with
heterogeneous networks
• IoT data and information sharing

• Standards for autonomic communication
protocols

• Automated self-adaptable and agile
interoperability

• Diamond
• Graphene
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Internet of Things
Applications

Internet of Things
Infrastructure

IoT Architecture

Research Needs
Identification Technology

Table 3.3 Internet of Things Research Needs
2015–2020
Beyond 2020
• Multi methods – one ID
• Convergence of IP and IDs and addressing
scheme
• Unique ID
• Multiple IDs for specific cases
• Extend the ID concept (more than ID number)
• Electro Magnetic Identification – EMID
• Internet (Internet of Things) (global scale
applications, global interoperability, many
trillions of things)
• Self-management and configuration
• Application domain-independent
abstractions & functionality
• Cross-domain integration and management
• Large-scale deployment of infrastructure
• Context-aware adaptation of operation
• Building and deployment of public IoT
• IoT information open market
infrastructure with open APIs and
• Standardization of APIs
underlying business models
• IoT device with strong processing and
• Mobile applications with bio-IoT-human
analytics capabilities
interaction
• Ad-hoc deployable and configurable networks
for industrial use
• Mobile IoT applications for IoT industrial
operation and service/maintenance
• Fully integrated and interacting IoT
applications for industrial use
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Communication Technology

Internet of Things
Architecture Technology

SOA Software Services for
IoT

• Quality of Information and IoT service
reliability
• Highly distributed IoT processes
• Semi-automatic process analysis and
distribution
• Code in tags to be executed in the tag or in
trusted readers
• Global applications
Adaptive coverage
• Universal authentication of objects
• Graceful recovery of tags following power
loss
• More memory
• Less energy consumption
• 3-D real time location/position embedded
systems
• Longer range (higher frequencies – tenths
of GHz)
• Protocols for interoperability
• On chip networks and multi standard RF
architectures
• Multi-protocol chips
• Gateway convergence
• Hybrid network technologies convergence
• 5G developments
• Collision-resistant algorithms
• Plug and play tags
• Self-repairing tags
(Continued )

• Self-configuring, protocol seamless
networks

• Intelligent and collaborative functions
• Object intelligence
• Context awareness
• Cooperative position cyber-physical
systems

• Fully autonomous IoT devices
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Hardware Devices

Software and algorithms

Research Needs
Network Technology

Table 3.3 Continued
2015–2020
• Grid/Cloud network
• Software defined networks
• Service based network
• Multi authentication
• Integrated/universal authentication
• Brokering of data through market mechanisms
• Scalability enablers
• IPv6-based networks for smart cities
• Self-management and control
• Micro operating systems
• Context aware business event generation
• Interoperable ontologies of business events
• Scalable autonomous software
• Evolving software
• Self-reusable software
• Autonomous things:
• Self-configurable
• Self-healing
• Self-management
• Platform for object intelligence
• Polymer based memory
• Ultra low power EPROM/FRAM
• Molecular sensors
• Autonomous circuits
• Transparent displays
• Interacting tags
• Collaborative tags
• Heterogeneous integration
• Self-powering sensors
• Biodegradable circuits
• Autonomous “bee” type devices

Beyond 2020
• Need based network
• Internet of Everything
• Robust security based on a combination
of ID metrics
• Autonomous systems for nonstop
information technology service
• Global European IPv6-based Internet of
Everything
• Self-generating “molecular” software
• Context aware software
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Data and Signal Processing
Technology

Hardware Systems, Circuits
and Architectures

• Low cost modular devices
• Ultra low power circuits
• Electronic paper
• Nano power processing units
• Silent Tags
• Biodegradable antennae
• Multi-protocol front ends
• Ultra low cost chips with security
• Collision free air to air protocol
• Minimum energy protocols
• Multi-band, multi-mode wireless sensor
architectures implementations
• Adaptive architectures
• Reconfigurable wireless systems
• Changing and adapting functionalities to the
environments
• Micro readers with multi standard protocols
for reading sensor and actuator data
• Distributed memory and processing
• Low cost modular devices
• Protocols correct by construction
• Common sensor ontologies (cross domain)
• Distributed energy efficient data processing
• Autonomous computing
• Tera scale computing
• Micro servers
• Multi-functional gateways
(Continued )

• Cognitive computing
• Cognitive, software-defined gateways

• Heterogeneous architectures
• “Fluid” systems, continuously changing
and adapting
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Security, Privacy & Trust
Technologies

Interoperability

Power and Energy Storage
Technologies

Research Needs
Discovery and Search Engine
Technologies

Table 3.3 Continued
2015–2020
• Scalable Discovery services for connecting
things with services while respecting security,
privacy and confidentiality
• “Search Engine” for Things
• IoT Browser
• Multiple identities per object
• On demand service discovery/integration
• Universal authentication
• Paper based batteries
• Wireless power everywhere, anytime
• Photovoltaic cells everywhere
• Energy harvesting
• Power generation for harsh environments
• Dynamic and adaptable interoperability for
technical and semantic areas
• Open platform for IoT validation
• Low cost, secure and high performance
identification/authentication devices
• Access control and accounting schemes
for IoT
• General attack detection and recovery/
resilience for IoT
• Cyber Security Situation Awareness for IoT
• Context based security activation algorithms
• Service triggered security
• Context-aware devices
• Cognitive security systems
• Self-managed secure IoT
• Decentralised approaches to privacy by
information localisation

• Self-adaptable and agile interoperability
approaches

• Biodegradable batteries

Beyond 2020
• Cognitive registries
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Material Technology

Economic

Governance (legal aspects)

• Object intelligence
• Decentralised self-configuring methods for
trust establishment
• Novel methods to assess trust in people,
devices and data
• Location privacy preservation
• Personal information protection from
inference and observation
• Trust Negotiation
• Legal framework for transparency of IoT
bodies and organizations
• Privacy knowledge base and development
privacy standards
• Business cases and value chains for IoT
• Emergence of IoT in different industrial
sectors
• Carbon nanotube
• Conducting Polymers and semiconducting
polymers and molecules
• Modular manufacturing techniques
• Graphene

• Integrated platforms

• Adoption of clear European
norms/standards regarding Privacy and
Security for IoT
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Strategic Research Agenda
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